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In the state, the Roosevelt dele- agreed to the selection of a thirteenth, represent the popular will in Washing- construction oi roads, mgnways ana taxing
providing for the assessment by the
ALAMOGORDO HAS COSTLY
gates have a popular majority of from or supernumerary to act in the ton, Indiana, Kentucky and elsewhere, bridges.
X
MIGUEL A., OTERO WINS
assessor of the same. The bill
county
provid-bX
No.
Bill
to
win
EARLY MORNING FIRE.
a
104,
of
of
Senate
illness
Holt,
them
for
event
by
nor
be
will
it
regular juror.
5,000 to 35,000.
possible
This result makes
CONTEST. X
a
worth
less
taxes
than
ORATORICAL
screenings
autos.
a
on
license
state
for
Mr. Taft's nomination impossible just
seating delegations from southern ing
one-hacent a ton;
By a una.'nimous decision of X
Special to the New Mexican.
states which represent nothing what- j Senate Bill Xo. 165, by Holt, to dollar a ton,
as certain as it makes impossible the POLICE OFFICER ATTEMPTS
Judges A. V. Crile, M. S. Mur- X
amend section 24 of chapter 116, of the mine run one cent a ton; bituminous
Alamogordo, N. M., May 22
TO COMMIT SUICIDE. ever but fraud.
nomination of any of the men who
ray and W.j C. Reid the Morton X
Fire this morning destroyed the
3Gth legislative assembly, relating to mine run above $2 a ton, at two cents
Roosevelt Appreciative.
have been identified with the Presi- (By Special Leased TVlre to New Mexican)
a
oratorical medal at the Xew X
cents
at
a ton; anthracit-three
roads.
C.
Sulli22.
C.
Andregg's market causing a
am
"I
dent in the contest."
very profoundly appreciative
Denver, Colo., May
Mexico Military Institute at X
loss of $3,000. There Is no inSenate Bill Xo. 166, by Crampton, to ton. The annual revenue this will
van, former chief of police of Pueblo, of what the people of Ohio have
Governor Harmon Pleased.
will
be
about
Roswell, was awarded to Cadet X
start
at
the
$75,000
JS surance. The fire occurred at
bring
state
the
to
the
acts
wounded done," continued the Colonel. "It rep- amend
relating
Governor Harmon, this afternoon is- Colorado, probably fatally
M. A. Otejro, Jr., of Santa Fe, X
to $100,000 a year. To committee on
one o'clock In the morning.
sued the following statement: "Such himself today
by shooting in the resents a victory, not only for the engineer and board of water commtswho delivered a lucid descrip- X
state affairs.
All the adjoining buildings
a sweeping victofry in Ohio would be right temple. Despondency caused by plain people of the Republican party sioners
tion of "'i'he Greatness, the X
Resolution.
were either destroyed or badly
reBill
Xo.
j
Senate
167,
in
citizen
Unit
the
Crampton,
and
criticism
by
recent
illness
for
but
every good
public
pleasing under afiy conditions. But in
Trials ami Honors of Savona- X
House
and
the
Hilton
introduced,
electors.
to
damaged, but some of these are
w
in
have lating
Pueblo is said ed States for in this contest,
presidential
view of the strong and various forces while chief of police
X
rola."
I
.
4insured.
Election
of Senators.
Direct
partially
by a brother to have led Sullivan to
(Continued on Page Four.)
A special message from Governor
CContlnued on Page Five.)
make an attempt on his life.
(Contlnued on Page 8.)
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had been to a moving picture show
and fell asleep on their way home.
Educational Meeting.
Tells How She Became Strona and
A meeting of the executive commitVigorous.
tee of the New Mexico Educational,
WITH
"When I see pale, puny children on
association has been called for June
the street I always wonder what their 1 in the office of
John Milne, superparents are doing, if anything, to intendent of city schools, in Albuquer
build up their strength," said a well que. The members of
the executive Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
oressea woman tde other day.
committee are- v R VrPaiianrt nf vour strength. Weakens vour endurance.
Hampers you in your work.
Mary Lang, of Altoona, Pa., was one Silver City, M. H. Brasher of Roswell,
Besides that, it means somesuch child. Her story is told in one Frank Carroon of
R.
F.
Us Vegas.
thing wrong with your
o' her own 'etters. "Ever since child- - Asplund of Santa Fe, is secretary of
kidneys; a weakness, an
"I
have
hood," jshe says,
been weak the executive committee and Mr.
inflammation, a breaking
dedicate and my blood has been ne is secretary in Albuquerque,
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney PilU
thin and poor. Many different forms '
Three Pleaded Guilty,
is the true answer. They
of treatment did me no good but last i Refugio Rael, in district court at
will help you QUICKLY,
I
spring took Vinol and now I am so Las Vegas, pleaded guilty to stealing
and heal your
strengthen
much stronger and better that I want a burro, the owner of which is
kidneys, regulate the action
of vour Madder, and drive
you to know it. I don't know when I known. Judge Leahy sentenced
have felt so well and vigorous as I man to from one year to 15 months in out Backache and Rheumatism. They
well man of you.
the state penitentiary. Harry McCoy will make a strong,
have since taking Vinol."
No habit formip- - rfnicrs. Try them.
We only wish that every weak, run- admitted the theft of a pair of revoFor sale by ell druggists.
down sickly person
would realize lvers from the Central hotel several
weeks
to
the
ago.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
McCoy,
according
one
Vinol
that
best remedy to
is the
decidedly irregular, but these gains for
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
enrich the blood, build up the body statement of District Attorney Chas. the most part were soon effaced on ofTICKETS
W.
G.
ushas
a
been
Ward,
persistent
and put the glow of health in pale
ferings and prices yielded more under
cheeks.
"Your money back if you er of drugs and also is suffering from increased pressure, so that by midday
are not pleased" is the way we sell a terrible disease.
the average level was decidedly unMinister's Son Gone Wrong.
Vinol, so you can see we believe In
der yesterday's close. Trading was
22.
Colo.,
Greeley,
May
Weeping almost wholly
it. The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe,
with an
and
a excess of bearishprogressional
sobbing, J. W. McPherson,
N. M.
sentiment.
member of one of the best known
Bonds.
families in the state and for thirteen
Call of the Upper Pecos.
Bonds were easy. Standard shares
a
senwas
of
resident
Greeley,
You may sing your song of beaches years
were down one to two points at noon,
tenced to not less than one nor more
and of ocean's dashing foam,
after which some recovery set in. In
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
You may love to while your summer at than five years in the penitentiary by the tobacco shares advanced 2
to 4
McPherson pleaded
a stately country home,
Judge Gamble.
points.
ALFALFA SEED.
Ail kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
to
Several
similar
forgery.
packages But the lowland of the country or the guilty
Further recovery from low prices of
tumult of the sea
charges were made against McPherson. the morning were recorded in the late
The only exclusive grain house in
Though in you they cause a longing. His father is a minister, one brother afternoon.
Fe
The movement was dull
a doctor and another a lawyer. Bit- and
they have sent no call for me.
hesitating, except for greater
ter necessity led him to commit the
strength in the important issues. The
Take me back in the Sierras, well be- forgery, he said.
market closed heavy. The final hour
Phone Black
Booze Kills Farm Hand.
yond the common trail,
was productive of further recovery, esPhone Black
Charles Frey, a farm hand in the pecially in Union Pacific and
Where the earth and air are pure and
Lehigh
stable employ of Elmer Weaver near Valley. Other losses were reduced to
Nature puts aside her veil;
Where the very groves are sacred, joy Denver was found by his employer, fractions except in Reading, which rewith his neck broken by a fall due ceded under
of living all one seeks
pressure.
Take me back to the mountain to his intoxicated condition. Weaver
Dawson Coal
meadows nestled deep among the at about eleven o'clock found Frey's ENGLAND MAY
ENDURE
El Toro
Sawed Wood
'body at the bottom of a chute which
peaks.
ANOTHER
COAL STRIKE
I
hay-loto a feed
sloped from the
Green Tound meadows fringed with flr!trouh. With the assistance of neigh
Miners' Federation Meets to Protest
trees, warm air filled with faint i bors. Weaver removed Frey's body,
Against Minimum Wage'
the
at
a
was
time
that
in
he
thinking
perfume;
Methods.
Ankle deep in luscious grasses where drunken stupor. An examination revealed that he was dead of a fracture
a hundred flowers bloom;
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Silver streamlets running through of the neck. Frey had been in Weav- (By
22
The national con
London,
them, bubbling down the slope be- er's employ for eight years. He was ference of May
the Miners' Federation.
in
the
habit
of
on
All Kinds of Building Materials.
going
periodical which
yond;
been meeting this week, to
sprees, lasting two to three days at a discuss has
High above them pine-claridges in time.
tfie operation of the recently
the sunlight lie embalmed.
Doors, Red
enacted minimum wage act for miners,
In Amiable Mood When Drunk.
Yard JJJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
today after adoption of a
Where the sky was never bluer nor
Declaring that her life is in danger adjourned
resolution
which indicates that the
as
as
she
lives
with
her husband, men are not
the water half so sweet.
long
'
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone. Red 100
averse to another fight.
Where each living thing is satisfied Mrs. Pearl Hendricks has applied to
The resolution, which was carried
the county court at Denver for a div
and happiness complete:
orce from Seymore Hendricks, whom unanimously, records the Federation's
Where you hear the soft winds
sighing
strenuous
against the award?
through the swaying tops of trees, sn charges with having made five being givenprotest the
district wages
by
And you smoke a pipe and
ponder over attempts while he was drunk, to take boards. These boards, the members of
ner lite and with having made numercnenshed memories.
the Federation declare, fix the mini
ous threats to end her existence. She mum
wage for miners at a figure beSo I'll pack it to the meadows with a says in her
complaint that on May 17 low the reasonable living wage which
comrade make a camn
her husband choked her and turned the government led the men to
expect.
And there without a worry we can fish on the gas in their
room, declaring
I he executive committee of the fed
or loaf or tramD.
they would die together. Four other eration was instructed to interview the
TO
Yes, 1 11 give the clasp of friendship times, says Mrs.
Hendricks, her hus- - government with the object of obtain- and of joy to him who Bepka
Dana turned on the gas in her room
ing immediate action on this noint and
Just a little mountain meadow nestled in an attempt to
asphyxiate her. They afterward to summon another conferdeep among the peaks.
were married July 2, 1902, and have ence without delay to deal with the
SflVfi InOflftV and lnconvenince b7 Purchasing Wells
Joe Hilton.
tnree children
government's reply.

GIRL ALWAYS WEAK

Your Backache
and Rheumatism

Again Reminds You of the Superior

For forty years you've known

the name

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field. "

-

Quality and Large Variety of

the

Mil-an- d

"Soltaire" floods.

INT

Always the Leader

b OCERY

WHOLESALER

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfaction!
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not trip
ordinary building steel) is used in

nn

The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible
and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

Iola

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

ft

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Screen

d

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

Skipping the Bad Places.

All Parts of The World

i!luuV Fargo Domestic Money Orders. Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

HENDERSON AND 3HEPARD
ARE ELECTED BISHOPS.

GOVERNOR HUNT CALLS
EXTRA LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

Methodist
Conference on
Fplscopal
Thirteenth Ballot Failed
Given Citizenship Papers.
to Select.
At Las Vegas yesterday. Albert V.A.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
ward Hayward and Rev. Father Mar-ra- , (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Minneapolis, Minn., May 22. The
were naturalized.
Jt
twelfth ballot on bishops of Metho
aist episcopal church today, result
Marriage License.
D.
Dr. N. Luccnnk
A marriage license was issnd at ed in no election.
Estancia, to Francisco Pena and Sofia of Kansas City. Missouri, was first
with 392; R. J. Cooke, New York, secOiguin, both of Duran.
ond with 337: and F. D. Leete De- troit,
sss
Michigan, third with
Bridge Burned Out.
to elect 502.
A small bridge spanning an
arroyo Necessary
Two Elected on Eleventh Ballot.
aDout a mile and a half south of Las
With the election of Dr. T. S. HenVegas burned out yesterday tying up
Successor to
inrougn traffic on the Santa Fe about derson of New York, and Dr. W. O.
five hours.
Shepard of Chicago, to be bishops of
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
the Methodist Episcopal Church on
the eleventh ballot last night dele
Another Accidental Shooting.
FIRST-CLAS- S
Frank Phrases, aged 38, a wealthy gates to the general conference de
rancher living three miles east of Lit- clare they do not expect the naming
Also First-Clas- s
tleton, Colo., accidentally shot him of another of the five remainine to
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
self through the head. He died while be chosen for several uallots.
Thirteenth Ballot No Election.
being taken to the Mercy hospital.
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main U9
The thirteenth ballot also resulted
SANTA FE, N. M.
in no election, N. Luccock
Ciddio Acquitted.
being high
Pedro Ciddio was acauitted in dls- - man with 483, F. D. Leete Detroit,
trict court of the charge of having dis- second, with 416, and R. J. Cooke,
pensed intoxicating liauors on elec New York, third with 275. Nficesaarv
WOODY S HACK
tion day. There was evidence
that to elect, sis.
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
No election resulted on the fnnr.
people secured liquor on Clddio's premProm
ises but none that Ciddio himself was teenth ballot for BishoD. N. Lupnnrlf.
La Saile Restaurant
BARRANCA
TAOSJ present when they aid.
of Kansas City, was high with 498, F.
D. Leete, Detroit, second,
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South
with 468,
and F. J. McConneU, of Green Castle,
Feast of San Felipe.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
Old Albuquerque will on Sundav Pa., third with 395. Necessary to elect
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of wnicn is Pentecost, celebrate the 522.
Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
r Meals 25 cents,
the north bound train and arrives at feast of San Feline de
Tin,..
will be races, band concert, chicken POLITICAL SITUATION
Taos at 7 p. m.
.t'iraf for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Order at All Hours.
DOMINATES MARKET.
Ten miles shorter than any other pulling, climbing the greased pole and
way. Good covered hacks and good other sports, on Sunday afternoon, In
Br iii BY THE W EEK $5,110 teams.
Morning's Low Prices Were RecoverFare $5.00 round trip. Team, celebration of the annual feast.
iFrei
dle Order fOc. a disn,
ed in Afternoon's Final
furnished commerc il men to take In
ew York Chop Suey 50c
Strangled Herself.
Dealings.
the surrounding to'ins. Wire S'.nbudo
Stealing out of the house while all (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Station
New York. Mav 22 Politirm
the family were asleep and clad only
in a night robe. Mrs. Ida Johnson se- siderations were the
governing factor
cured a piece of clothes line in the in the early operations on the stock
back yard of her home. Globeville. Co. exchange today. The opening rise was
lorado, and strangled herself to death.
The body was found by her mother-iDeafness Cannot be Cururf
law, Mrs. Christine Johnson.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the per
Rooms V
Died of His Injuries.
There is only one way to cure deaf
$1.50
Bath,
$2.00 Per Day
From injuries sustained In a fall & ness, and that is by constitutional remonth ago while working on a struc- medies. Deafness is caused bv nn in.
ture at Domingo, Howard Deskins, a flamed condition of the mucous lin- Santa Fe bridge carpenter, died In the ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Santa Fe hospital at Las Vegas. Des- this tube is inflamed you have a mmh.
kins was 51 years of age and Is snr. ling sound or
Imperfect hearing, and
vived by a wife and family who live wnen it is
entirely closed, Deafness
in Trinidad.
is the result, and unless the inflama-t'oIS
Hotel,
can be taken out and this tube
Durango Bank Fails.
restored to Its normal condition, hearr
ji
With assets amounting to $87,000 ing will be
destroyed forever; nine
and liabilities totaling $52,000. the La cases out of ten are caused
of
by Capriced
(Plata County bank at Duraneo. Col. tarrh, which is nothing but an inid you
De
New
orado, closed its doors tor the liquid- flamed condition of the mucous suration of its indebtedness.
The two faces.
pvery
hundred depositors are taking
We will give One Hundred Dollars
it
calmly and there will be no trouble. for any case of Deafness (caused by
Slept In Park AM Night
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Clasped in each other's arms fast Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-asleep. May Knight, 14, and Angus culars, free.
McDougan of the same age, were
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
found on a bench In Curtis park at
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
II
Denver by Patrolman Joseph Watson,
Take Hall's - amily Pills for
at 4 o'clock yesterday morning. They

Phoenix, Ariz., May 2. Governor
Hunt's proclamation calling the Arizona legislature to meet in extraord
inary session Thursday, May 23d, was
issued last night. The call contained
thirty-fiv- e
subjects which the eovern- or desires the legislature to consider.
The white slave traffic, election frauds,
compulsory compensation act and a
law enabling cities to adopt the com
mission lorm of government
were
among them.

MOUND THE

Payable

TkTQIIflMUt

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

STATE

and all Foreign
Ceuntriej

J

J.

BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

J.

LINE

TO

'ri

n

and

E ALBANY HOTEL

This

Larger

day. Tr;

with bath,

Proof Ann;

To Be

fthing new for a Denver
with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
these moderate
rooms
win
pleased,
room with bath.

n

Fire

jjnpleted July 1st, 1912.

r

r

157 W.
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SANTA

:

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES,

Ci:tm

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

104GaIesteo Street

THE

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE. PHONE 2fi.

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

Telephone

YOU CAN GET

Delivered to your house.

Manufacturer of

Screen Windows, r: Screen Doors.
SHOW CASKS.

WHEN

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

WOOD WORKER

RIGS.

R. CREATH,

....

J. F. RHOADS

Why Import Mineral Water?

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

FE, N. M

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

ff .NEW

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

JULIUS

SloWWeruicke

j

HER

MEXIUAN PBINTING
Local AgectB for

y

The Tailor
i

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

tive. Ve want tosow you
its advantages and possi- bilities. Cifl, write ot pbone

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 22J. .....

(foods Called for and Delivered.

I

FOR SALE A lot of aecona land
belting, bangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, irst claw
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pas? J upon bv
Boiler Inspector: radiators atoam
piping and valves; a f0 gallon gnso-hn- e
tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inter,tel
ad.
dress the New Mexico Printing Com
pany, Santt Fe. New Mexico
ojr
Commencement
New Mexican Prlntii
received the new sar :
and engraved commi
covers. The line is in
up with the latest r n
signs. Samples wll i
:

request to any one U!
your selections early.

CO.

1

fcfflfCTSSSfflSl
1

,

I

EffifSQIs
1

fc"SSBlt'KSSia3EI

""Sl

II

Ji

Nothing like having .vour office up
to date. The Glooe Wernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your offlcfl
but will pay for themselves In th
time they sve you. Wh" not be uu
to date? New Mexican Printing

Society Stationery Tne New Mexi
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards. Ptn
m
The ders taken for engraved anil om.
bossed work. Several lines to make
'Jipany have your selection
from.
i
of embossed
tent program
It will not pay you to waste
i :ifully gotten
your
turns and de-- tlem writing out your teeai fnrm.
when
you can get them already
mailed upon
print.
;4ated. Make ed at the New MeTionn d-- .i

r.

:

Company.

...
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WHEN
A

HER BACK ACHES.

!2

OCTOBER

Woman Finds All Her Energy and
Ambition Slipping Away.

Santa Fe women know Bow the
aches and pains that come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Backache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
the stealthy approach ot dropsy or
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by striking at
Here's proof of it in a
the cause.
sauia re wuiuuu b wurus;
Mrs. Desederia J. de Qulntana. Col-- j
lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
aeverai years ago i usea uoan s ivia- ney Pills and I was cured of a bad
attack of kidney complaint.
At that
time a statement appeared in the lo-- !
cal papers, telling of my experience
and I now take pleasure in confirm-- ;
ing all that was then said In their
I had pains in my back that
made it difficult for me to stoop and
there were other troubles which plain-ly showed that my kidneys were at
Soon after I began
taking
Doan's Kidney Pills,
improvement
noticeable and the contents of
boxes, not only restored my kid- neys to their normal condition but;
the pain from my back.
I am glad to say that during the time
that has since passed, my cure has
been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
York, sole agents for the United

LEGAL HOLIDAY
Governor Permits Skidmore
Measure to Become Law
by Limitation
BOTH HOUSES WORKING

two-third-

HARD

i

j

and finance.
House Bill No. 18, by Burg, a code of
civil procedure, was referred to the
committee on judiciary.
Bills on Final Passage.
Senate Bill Xo. 121, a mine inspection bill, was tabled.
Senate Bill Xo. 12S, a local option
and high license act, was passed by a
s
vote of 13 to 9, the necessary
being lacking to make the
Romero
emergency clause effective.
had moved to recommit the bill but
the motion was lost.
Action on Senate Substitute for Sen;
ate Bill Xo. 94 had to be postponed
because the printed bills were not to
hand. The measure provides for the
election of city boards of school directors.
The House Substitute for the Senate Joint Resolution Xo. 5, providing
for a submission of an amendment to
the constitution, to repeal the language
qualification clause, was passed unanimously, 21 voting. This clause was
placed in the constitution in compliance with the Enabling Act and
makes knowledge of English an essential requirement for state office or for

Quite a Number of Bills Finally
Disposed of Y.ti-Ha-

Afternoon.

just after the New Mexican went to
press yesterday afternoon, the House
passed House Bill No. 166, by
more, an act providing that railroad
employes may vote elsewhere than
in the precinct in which they are
registered and qualified voters neces-faulsarily absent from such precinct. legislator.
There was no opposition to the meas-wa- s
Crampton, chairman of the commiture and it passed unanimously with-tw- tee on judiciary, declared that a mistake had been made in summarily tabol,t debate.
House Bill No. 177, relating to the ling the Burg Uniform Child Labor
Traveling Auditor, was recommitted bill yesterday and asked that Monto the Committee on Finance,
day's action of the Senate be reconHouse Bill Xo. 100, by Speaker Baca, sidered, as amendments passed by the
an act making additional anpronria- - House which overcame some of the ou- tjons for the 6:!d fiscal year ending jections of the senate, had not been
November HO, 1912, was taken up and sent to the Senate with the bill.
passed. It provides for the salaries tion was reconsidered and the bill was
States,
and contingent expenses of the state, recommitted.
Remember the name Doan's and officials, including the supreme court.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill Xo.
j
take no other.
for jail
House Bill Xo. 16S, by Burg, an act fS, providing
punishment
ceding to the United States exclusive! breaking, as high as 25 to 50 years imNOTICE.
jurisdiction over certain lands ac-- l prisonment for breaking jail while in
State of New Mexico,
'quired for public purposes within this possession of firearms or explosives,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
(state, was explained by Llewellyn at-- ! was passed 20 to 2, Hinkle and Evans
In the Probate Court.
ter Blanchard had moved to recom-- i voting no.
l
In the matter of the Estate of Juan mit it to the committee on judi-- j
Senate Bill Xo. 133, an act
Valencia, deceased, intestate. ciary to determine whether a general ;i"g that civil summons may be served
Know all Men by These Presents:
'act is necessary to effect the purpose by persons other than the sheriff and
That Juan D. Alarid and Manuelita of this measure. Llewellyn declared that transcripts of certain official paue maue
man
otners
vy
may
above
l'ers
with
bill
conflicted
the
nothing
Valencia, Administrators of the Estate
of the court, was passed by 21
of Juan Miguel Valencia, deceased, in- the face of the earth. Burg read let- clerks
The bill like that before, car- testate have filed their final report ters from the U. S. secretary of the! to
me emergency clause.
1n the above entitled matter and that treasury, pointing out the necessity of:nes
New Mexico Has New Holiday.
all persons having any objections to the act to prevent delay in acquiring
A message from Governor
to
said final report and the settlement lands on which public buildings are
announced that he had permitted
The House refused to re
thereof are required to present the be erected. bill.
his .the Skidmore bill, to make Columbus
commit
the
explained
Clancy
same within the time and in the manThe bill passed 2" to 13, day, October 12, a legal holiday, to bener presribed by law and the Pro- opposition.
s
tha come law by limitation.
but lacking
majority,
bate Court in and for the County of
Committee Meetings.
clause will not be in effect.
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, has emergency
Before adjourning to 3 o'clock, WedThp fiinpfikpr ntinnnnPflrf n mpptinff
fixed Monday the 1st day of July, A. D. of tne
investiKating conimiee of 30 nesday afternoon, a joint meeting of
1912 at the hour of 9 a. m. for the
railroad committees for Tuesday evento10rrow evening at 7:30 o'clock,
hearing of said objections filed to
Tne House then adjolirned t0 10 a. ing was announced; a meeting of the
such final report, if any such there m.,
finance, educational and judiciary comWednesday.
ue, aim tor xne seuiemeni tnereoi.
mittees, was announced for WednesSenate.
A n mni(cti.!i trtt.es
Thp
mA
After the New Mexican went to day forenoon and a meeting of the
on municipal corporations
notice that upon the settlement of nrpss vpstrdav nftprnnnn
Tlill committee
said final report, they will proceed Xo. 72 the Criminal Code was referred for yesterday afternoon.
to close the administration of said lc the committee on
judiciary,
Fair and Cooler Those are the inestate of said decedent and to on- - Houg Bin No. 119j by Llewellyn, retain their discharge as such executors quiring the supreme court to decide dications for tomorrow. The highest
and their discharge as sureties of appeals on their substantial merits, temperature yesterday was 74 degrees
s,:cnwas referred to the committee on ju- - and the lowest 48 degrees. The relIn witness whereof, I have hereunto ' diciary.
ative humidity was 10 per cent last
set my hand and affixed my official
House Bill No. 164, by Llewellyn, evening.
seal this 6th day of May, A. D. 1912. prescribing the salary to be paid dis- MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
New Mexican W&'jt ads always
trict attorneys and assistants, was reClerk of the Probate Court. ferred to the committees on judiciary brings results
j
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PALACE OF THE

He reviewed the
posed legislation.
work of the Archaeological Institute
GUI' E
S of America and of the American
School of Archaeology and pointed
out the advantages of its being loCapital.
Bitter Wrangling Over Ques- cated in New Mexico's
"We accepted the offer of the intion of Its Gcvernment
stitute to !ocate the school here," said
Judge McFie. "and now M rescind our
and Maintenance
transacpromises is a questionable
tion."
He then declared that the bill as
HOUSE BILL 230 IS FAVORED
proposed by Dr. K. L. Hewett had
been drawn with the suggestions of
Introduced by Speaker Baca Mr. Clancy. The attorney general indignantly denied the allegation and
on Request of Chamber of
there was a sharp passage of words
Commerce
between the two gentlemen.
Judge
McFie thereupon modified his first
The Chamber of Commerce met at statement by adding that Dr. Hewett
o'clock last evening in the assembly had so informed him.
room of the Palace of the Governors
said:
Continuing,
Judge McFie
and after a tense and acrimonious "What we propose is to nake one
colloquy adopted the following reso- great museum of the Old Palace unlution:
der the control of regents so selected
Resolved:
That the Chamber of as to preserve the rights of the three
Commerce and the members thereof organizations quartered in the builduse all rightful measures to procure ing. The board we propose would be
the adoption of legislation
by the constituted ot seven members
New Mexico legislature to promote The governor of the state, an officer
the welfare of The Museum of New o' the New Mexico Historical Society,
SociMexico, the School of American Arch- an officer of the Archaeological
aeology, the New Mexico Archaeolog- ety, and four more members to be apical Society and the .New Mexico His- pointed b'y the governor, two of whom
are to be members of the board of
torical Society, and be it further
Resolved:
That the bill now pend- management of the Archaeological Institute of America.''
ing in the House of Representatives,
known as House Bill Xo. 230 most
"We do not want anything the Hissuccessfully, fairly and justly pro- torical Society possesses and we do
not care to interfere with their tenmotes such welfare.
The Old Palace has we are told, ancy of the eastern end of the buildbeen the scene of many stirring and ing. All we a?k is that they install
warlike scenes.
It is said that a their exhibits themselves in their own
Mexican governor, Martinez, once rooms in a sctentinc way ana mat
killed a I'te chief in the council they allow the board of reeents to
chamber and that blood did not flow place the rooms under as good repair
last evening in the same room was as the western end of the building and
of the
probably due to .the quieting influ- after the style of architecture
ence of ladies present. The meeting date of the building's construction.
"I'm tired, tired, tired," said
was opened by A. B. Renehan, presiL, Bradford
Prince, president of the Chamber of Commerce.
The troub'e was precipitated when S. dent of the Now Mexico Historical
the
when recognized
by
G
Cartwright submitted the report Society,
of all the bickering
"I'm
tired
chair.
of
the committee appointed
last
idenweek at a citizens' mass meeting to and the struggle to maintain the
of the Society and to protect its
investigate, and if possible suggest tity
a basis for, the removal of the fric- work of preserving the antiquities of
tion existing between
the Museum New Mexico.
"For the past thirty years, many
of New Mexico and the New Mexico
Historical Society in regard to cer of us have struggled against the op
tain legislation now pending before position of those who shou'd be our
the state legislature. After telling of friends, but who would destroy us if
the citizens, they could. We have built the fires
between
conferences
rooms with our own
C.
Governor W.
McDonald, officers in the society's
of the Historical Society and officers hands, and our wives have painted
of the State Museum, which failed in the cases in which the specimens have
The books, forming the
finding a solution for the difficulty, been placed.
of any conseMr. Cartwright attacked three recent only library of its kind
bills successively introduced in the quence in the Southwest, have been
gathered carefully and at the expense
House.
That the two first measures, of much time and labor"
"The bill drawn by Mr. Clancy did
House bills No. 195 and No. 196, had
been dropped was assumed on the not propose the destruction of any
ground that they contained inaccur- rooms in the Old Palace. By the cenacies, and it was against a bill, No. ter line was meant the division wall
has
231, introduced yesterday in the as it now stands. Dr. Hewett
House, that Mr. Cartwright entered presented the matter in the light of
a protest. This bill, he pointed out, attempted vandalism which was not
did not recognize ,the legislative and is not attempted.
agreement of 1909 with the Archaeo
Replying to the proposed restora
Governo
logical Institute of America in the tion of the East rooms,
founding of the American School of Prince said that he did not wish the
archaeology at Santa Fe, and pro- rooms restored after the mistaken
posed to do away with the present idea that had been incorporated in
administration of the Old Palace by the building by the work in the westa board of regents by substituting ern rooms and that he believed it had
the control of the Capitol Custodian not been restored after the original
committee.
plan.
"This committee," said Mr. Cart
The governor then reviewed the
wright, "may or may not have the history of what he termed attacks on
good of the three organizations now the Historical Society ending with the
tenants of the Old Pa'ace, at heart.
difference. No trouble had
at least it is foreign in its official present
until the governor's
been
anticipated
capacity. This control, we have rea- message was published, which con
son to believe, will not be accepted tained the words placed in his mouth
Institute of
by the Archaeological
by others, he said. He then told how
America and will mean the withdrawAlbuquerque had applied formally for
al of ,the American School of Archae- the location of the society in that city
ology from New Mexico.
rnrter sufficient euarantees. The at
"The present arrangement gives tacks consisted of two kinds, the gov
the Historical Society the rooms it ernor announced, chimeras and bug
now occupies in the Eastern section aboos. He charged Dr. Hewett with
of the Old Palace and every right it diinlicitv
with the
in connection
now enjoys and we believe that the founding of the American school
present law should be succeeded by here. He ended by saying that "All
an act of like character conforming we want is to be let alone."
with the constitutional requirements
W. M. Berger, an officer of the His
as to the personnel of the board of torical
Society, made a brief address
regents."
Prince's po
in support of
W.
F.
Clancy
Attorney General
and asked that the matter be
sition,
then took up the cudgel in defense of settled once for all by forever separ
the last bill drawn by himself and
the contending institutions ond
introduced in the House yesterday. ating
Society to
the Historical
"''owing
He pointed out that the present
Us exhibits and repair the
classify
mention
did not specifically
section of the balding. The
the School of American Archaeology, socety is
quite ab?e to do this itself
because the school held tenancy by and all it asks
is to "be let alone."
Muthe
act
direction of the
creating
as
bill
"The
proposed by Dr. Hew
seum of New Mexico and the arrangeinvade
the Historical
ment could be continued under the ett would
"to
classify
he
said,
rooms,"
legislation he proposed.
the eastern
and
exhibits
its
repair
"There seems to be a feeling that
section of the building. The society
New Mexico parted with its right of
is quite able to do this itself and all
control of the Old Palace," said Mr.
it asks is to 'be let alone.
act
of
the
Clancy, "when it passed
The resolution favoring the bill as
re
1909. In that very law the state
serves the right to repeal the whole drawn by Dr. Hewett was then adopted viva voce and the Chamber of Comstatute if it so desires.
merce adjourned until next Wednes
has
that
friction
"The unfortunate
existed between the New Mexico His- day evening that it might complete
torical Society and the School of business of Importance which could
American Archaeology can best be not be taken up on account of the
eliminated by placing the Old Palace lateness of the hour.
under an impartial board of control.
As the Canitol Custodian committee TWO PUBLIC MEETINGS
OF HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
now administers tne anairs reiauve
and the
ti the Capitol and grounds,
Arrangements are being made for
Executive mansion, it would seem
two public meetings of the New Mex
and
a
prop
natural
be
would
it
that
Society usually held dur
er guardian of the older Capitol, the ico Historical
of the Legislature; and
session
the
ing
Palace of the Governors."
which it is proposed to hold together
Mr. Clancy then told of the twenty-fiv- e
this year on Monday and Tuesday
years struggle of the Historical evenings of next week, as that arof
New
Society to preserve the relics
for
is more convenient
vigorously rangementfrom abroad.
Mexico, and protested
speakers
against placing it under the dominaAmong those expected to take part
tion of the regents of the state
in the meetings are Secretary of State
Antonio Lucero; President Roberts of
Mr. Cartwright again took the floor the Normal University; President R.
and reiterated a previous statement W. D. Bryan of the Regents of the
to the effect that not to mention the University; Mrs. Matilda Coxe StevenSchool of American Archaeology in son, of the Bureau of Ethnology, W.
proposed legislation constituted an H. H. Llewellyn of the Legislature; B.
of the
act of bad faith on the part of the M. Read, former
Speaker
people of New Mexico. Mr. Clancy House; Ralph E. Twitchell, will inreiiltpri hv nueeestine the insertion of troduce his new and important lecture
B a clause recognizing the relation of on the Franciscan Martyrs, illustrated
the archaeological school to the State with a large number of stereoptican
slides never before exhibited.
Museum.
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&

legis-'atio-

1.

Admission

The evening's proceedings took an
acute turn when Judge John R. McFie
made an aggiesive attack on the pro-

I

THIS IS AN ACT making
it a misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

The strongest argu
ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.
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session June 1st,
knife; and take TBS Zbugd Wore ufc
.,
The Pecos river is very high and fire with never a dish or utensil
It is- reported that Mr. Walter C. muddy but with the extremely warm use in its making? When we aije
Hately, a prominent member 6f the weather which we are now having it roughing it. it is what we can do with
'.
Board of Trade of Chicago, has rented will not be long before all the snow out and make less baggage that Is the j
to
is
sent
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It
the Childers' summer home on the Pe- - water will be down.
main thought.
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
The manufacturer is constantly on
among the intelligent and progressiye people of the Southwest
the watch to see where time and mastate. As a matter of fact, every boy applications for saloon licenses in any terial as well as the energy of his
workmen may be saved. When our
and every girl should be given a high portion of the state and to grant or
education and it would be well fuse licenses to any applicant. The housekeepers put thought and planR. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
!for the state to insist on this, making provisions of the bill are so drawn as ning on their work, saving steps for
i
ad-- ! to
out of business about. themselves and their employes, we
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
put
where
A. HUGHES,
and
L.
that
absolutely
poverty
provision
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS AND
to
THE ROOSEVELT THEORY.
j verse circumstances at present, do not
fifty per cent of the saloons in the will have less servant problems
RECREATION.
i
nermit this, that sufficient aid be ex- - state and the qualifications for a li- solve.
What good would all the constituTo make short cuts ln housekeepA plan is being considered in Illinois ten(iej t0 pupils to permit their
cense to conduct a saloon are so
tional guaranties do for the Spanish- work is slightPAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
establishine rural recreation cen-- :
stringent that many of th saloon ing doesn't mean that
is a
American people if decisions of
thejters tnrougnout the 8tate, the centers uaUy the Btate will be the gainr by keepers now in the business will be ed or half adone. Housekeeping
profession, and women
business,
driven out
supreme court in cases involving to be supported through public tax-- tjjiBi tor a state's greatest curse is
too prone to follow the ways of
are
will
be
This
ation.
thoroughly n0rance and lack of high ideals.
plan
Railroad Hearing.
guaranties could be reversed
their mothers before them, hence the
discussed at the Rural Recreation Con- g
At a meeting of the House and Sen- disordered,
condition
at short not.ee by a vote of the
unsystematic
ohio
tQ be heM ,n Cleveland
of tmrty are ate committees on railroads last even
The two conlmittees
The people having fifty or a June 5.8 1912- p7e?
not an allusion to the thirty pieces of ing, railroad officials opposed, and prevails.
In the business of housekeeping it
The recreation work of some rural silver nor to the eminent gentlemen railroad employes favored the "full
greater per cent of
is
Just as true that the greatest efto
is
and
the
churches
more
Grange
who took them. But there is
blood number only 135,000 in New schools,
crews" bill.
is the result of scientific manficiency
be
interested
be described. Many will
than one 'person, not necessarily in
.
House Afternoon Session.
as in any other line of work.
Mexico, those of other blood number..
agement
f
the legislature, playing Judas Iscari-o- t
Chairman Toombs of the Committee
One of the first things that a houseIt was because of this dis- wives to provide recreation for them200,000.
to the Republican party of New on Enrolled and
Engrossed Bills re- wife who directs others has to learn,
parity of numbers and the disadvan- selves through women's clubs.
Mexico. Eventually, the Republican
measures
four
that were read is how and what has to be done, and
s
ported
the
contests
at
of
the
The
rural traveling library,
tage
voters will know where to place the in full.
the time it takes for a person of orIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
were
in gardening, corn clubs, athletics, boy blame.
polls, that these guaranties
Chairman
unanimous
dinary ability to do it
consent,
By
written into the state constitution scout activities for country boys are
The unreasonable demands ot aome
Hilton of the Committee on State Afand were made almost, irrepealable. some of the questions on the program.
It is not surprising to read in the fairs, reported favorably House Joint mistresses, who expect and demand
-and
rural
new
other
a
with
Act
Roosevelt
Thetford, Vermont,
But now comes
Record an eloquent
Congressional
the Impossible, are legion. A skilled
e
communities have given
pageants speech by U. S. Senator A. B. Fall. Memorial No. 7, by Vargas asking worker
doctrine which would in effect
can, and does, accomplish
Congress to modify the status of fhe'
all of those guaranties and sub- showing their; own. local history.
much more in a given time than one
(Senator Fall is always eloquent) in Pueblo Indians.
MOULTON COMPANY
forms of musical and which
The
various
of
whim
to
reserves
the
them
majorthe
he denounces forest
work.
ject
Chairman Catron of the Committee who puts no thought into her
debeen
which
have
dramatic
plays
in
";
scarce and
and national forest administration
are
workers
ity.
skilled
But
on Public Lands, reported favorably
The making and interpreting of veloped in rural districts in different the same breath in which he lauds to
in our homes.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Senate Bill No. 36, the Public "Lands many are In training of
the utensils
law is a science which grows mo're parts of the United States will be pre- the skies the creator of forest re
The
arrangement
serve administration policies. No one Act
and more abstruse with every phase sented.
used in cooking within the easiest
House Bill No. 161, by Bias San-- (
Those back of the rural recreation has as vet accused Senator Fall of
oi human deve'opment. The increase
possible reach, the saving of steps by
a tray to remove and carry in
great political crime of consist- of population, the enormous increase movement believe that through It
using
on
Continued
Five.)
men
ana
Page
pun ot tne city on young
dishes and food to and from the table,
ency.
of wealth, the invention of
young women can be somewhat lessenin these as well as many others'
machinery, the dynamo, the tele ed and farm life made more attracwith a little study one may see many
STRINGENT LOCAL OPTION BILL.
graph, the telephone, the automobile, tive.
;'' ' '
short-cutThey even go so far as to claim
con-- ,
the
the
wireless,
the aeroplane,
AND
economic efficiency in rural distthat
from
one.)
page
(Continued
the
in
cities,
gestion of population
debe
ricts
the
increased
may
through
creation of corporations and the mod-- velopment of a
stronger rural play passed, a resolution, that in view of
ification or enlargement of their func-- life.
the enormous amount of business to
to
new
all
tions
problems
present
During the last year nineteen cities be transacted the next few weeks, and
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
THE CRUCIAL TEST.
the legislator and the Jurist prob-- alone spent four and a half million
because the members should be
lems which require for their just so- - lars tor recreation. Cleveland Within
undisturbd in their legislative duties,
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
Read one of your own adver- .u "'
iUUuu
a tew days is to vote on a million
llnauthorii!ed persons be barred
If you were "the man
judgments ana special Knowieoge. - lar boIld issue for reCreation.
Blanchen suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
from the floor of the House.
ftisements;
would you have
The recreation movement, however, Lrd moved t0 amend ..except state
Disregarding these obvious and ini jWE
LAX
brushing
spent
jn
have
T,
looked at It; would you
facts the "progressives. ' has not been confined to cities. Ham-- ficers
clothes, and washing crockery.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
was also
The amendment
Large Sample Rooms.
and sweeping floors a life which the
bought?
as they entitle themselves, claim that iiton county, Tennessee, has arranged adopted,
of the earth would have treated
proud
not
for a recreation secretary to visit the!
the people should have the right,
as the dust under their feet; a life spent
Moving Picture Bill.
at the clerk's desk: a life spent In the
tne county
ana
q rtohnto was, rn&d hv House
oniy to mane ana repeal uuuii. mg-. scnoois
inrougnoui
n,,io
.
.
a
t
ii.
in
CHURCH
iue mane j.1mem centers ior tne play lite.;Bin Xo. 155, by Hilton, to prohibit the nn rr nw ti rr a life spent In the labor WOULD ADVERTISE
anic anai statutory laws witnuut
er's hut, may yet be a life so ennobled
1
Out
in
or
the open country, farming coun- exhibition of moving pictures tending by God loving mercy that for the sake
conventions,
aid of legislatures
but should be invested with the pow- - ties have arranged for playgrounds in to Aosrraflp thp morals or virtue of tne of It
king might gladly yield his Milwaukee Minister Tells of What He
Cannon Farrar.
You have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
Could Do If He Were a Millioner of final interpretation of such connection with their rural schools and people. Catron, Rogers and Blanch-- ( crown.
'laws. It is alleged that to lodge the have secured a common meeting place ard offered amendments. The Catron
aire Layman.
them by insuring arid' making therhlimeyour beneficiary.
ECONOMY IN LIVING.
ALSO PROTECT i'OURSELP!
Insure against. tbe
that old axe is apt to overt
amendment was voted down as was
power of final ipterpretation of laws for the rural community,
A
take you.
Policy will make you independent at the time, that othThe meeting at Cleveland will not that of Blanchard providing "that the'
Re. W. T. Dorward, In a sermon at
in the courts is to deprive the people
erwise, you would be dependent. Let us explain this policy to you.
In
these
of
days
high prices it is Milwaukee- the other Sunday, told his
GENERAL AGENTS
SANTA FE,!N. M.
of the right to rule and to declare ueal w'th the need for rural recrea-the- act shall be in effect only when the well to remind
HALL & HALL
ourselves that meat is congregation what he would do to adlion but wi" show what has already
is in session." Clancy movunfit for
legislature
oeen aone ln ainerent sections and will ed to add the emergency clause to an expensive luxury that can be cut vertise his church If he were a milTherefore, it is claimed, there shoiTtt
We do not need so much meat lionaire layman. He said:
out the line of further develop Blanchard's amendment.
This failed, ln two.
be a'n appeal from Supreme Court de- point
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the city yesterday morning for Buck- - spend here the rest of the legislature
Struggle for New Jersey Next.
Plans for the trip to New Jersey, alsession with Representative Chrisman
who today took up his residence at the though not
complete, shows that the
.
: .1
r ,
n
T)....
i irmucni win
viaii every one 01 wie
Sanitarium.
twelve congressional
districts and.
TAFT IS NOT OUT OF RUNNING. practically every county in the state, i
He will open the campaign at Camden
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE- tonight. The trip will end at Glass-bor(Continued from page one.)
Tuesday noon.
For one whole day, according to the
stood for the fundamental rights of
to
good citizenship and every honest and President's plans, he will motor
decent citizen, no matter what his pol- small Jersey towns within easy
distance from New York. He
itics, is profoundly concerned in our
To-da- y
victory, for we are fighting his bat probably will spend one night in TrenD
ton, three nights in New York with his
tles.''
Colonel Roosevelt said he had been brother, Henry W. Taft, and one in AtSoutheast of Plaza.
told by Walter Brown, manager of his lantic City.
Taft Remained in His Study.
Ohio campaign, that the "blind ballot"
The President remained in his study
in that state represented at least 25
cent handicap for the Roosevelt in the White House for several hours
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
KAUNE & CO, per
today. Attorney General Wickersham
supporters.
Mr. Stimson,
the secretary of war,
Dixon Asks Taft to Withdraw.
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
Washington, I). C, May 22. Senator Mr. Nagel, secretary of commerce and
Dixon, head of the Roosevelt national labor, and Mr. Meyer, secretary of the
Safe
headquarters, today Issued a statement navy, had appointments with him.
practically calling on President Taft
to withdraw from the presidential con- STRINGENT LOCAL OPTION BILL.
1

Does a General Banking
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No. 434 San Francisco Street.
Phone, 209-W- .
sister-in-law-

CAPITAL 850,000 00

K

the balance

this month

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125
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Ladies' Waists
i'iji

.

j

Lingerie

f

VoileV

2

f

Ouil-foy-

Marquisette.

I
I

New Line of the Very Latest,
Stylish Designs and Patterns. Prices
are Ridiculously Low.

Just Received a

to $3.50
$1.00
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
SELIGIN

Phone 36.

:

il

-

BROS. COMPANY,

O. Box, 219.

Pope Motor Cycle

-

SEE THE NEW LINE OF REGAL SHOES."

P.

n

Lawn andSilk Waists
White Embroidered Dresses

ker

SELI611

Glorieta Battle Field
160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
center of Old Glorieta Battle
Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

FOR SALE
!

I

"in

--

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

"

1

JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice

SEND THEM TO

I

COMPLETE SETS,
Such as
have never seen the city.
dainty as this furniture.
ing quite

1

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

IS

ri'

i

ii 1lb1 u

Boss Patent Flour
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES

'

Cordially Invited to
Call and
. , ,
inspect inem.

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,
Grapes, Oranges,

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH

CORRICK'S HACK LINE.1

ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

GRIFFITH'S!
Low & High Top Shoes
"
You Are

DULY.

VEGETABLES

HACK SERVICE.

For Hire at Popular Prices

'

;;.Phon

U S.

Buggies lisid i;uUle Horses.
;

THEOL'ORc

" Insuring

Avoids

Re-

gretting Tomorrow."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

USE

Just Received, a New Line of

S

z

INSURANCE

US.

B.TONNlES,'204W.Pa!aceAve.
FIRST-AS-

z

g

I

BY FIRST MAIL.

T

u

TWO WEEKS

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
WJ I

o

NEXT

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occullsts' Prescription.

I

1

FOR THE

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

I

Very Low Prices on NOW

j

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

WORK RETURNED

Bird's Eye Maple Furniture!

e,

MISS A. MUGLER.

I When Your Glasses Break,

CO.

mm

ML L

MULLIGAN & RISING,

GOODS

Cf &RICK,

Prop'r

Black" 9.
..

....

1

KAUNE

8

CO.

Where" Prices are Low;ts
"
s

lor Safe Quality.

test.
(Continued From Page Four.)
Tenth State to Vote for President.
"Ohio makes the tenth Republican
state where the candidacy of Mr. Taft chez, to compel employers to pay
and Colonel Roosevelt has been sub- common laborers their full wages at
mitted to the Republican voters them- the suspension from work.
Nichols
selves for decision," said Senator Dix- pointed out, what he considered unjust
on's statement.
hardships the bill would work. His
Death Kneil to Taft Candidacy.
motion to recommit was carried.
"The verdict has been a unanimous
House Bill No. 104, by Carter, givone in every state. Taft and his cam- ing mayors of incorporated municipaign managers have fully realized palities the same powers as a justice
that an adverse verdict in Ohio meant of the peace, provided the city counthe death knell of the movement to cil or town trustees so direct. Catron
renominate Mr. Taft. The Republican moved to recommit the bill and Llewleaders and the Republican voters so ellyn also
pointed out discrepancies.
Interpret the Roosevelt landslide in The bill was recommitted.
Ohio yesterday.
SMliotit.itQ frtr Unnn. Uill Vr, CI hi?
Neither Mr. Taft or his managers'
,' '
an act relating to damages
Vargas,
nation-widcan longer withstand the
was
movement that calls for Roosevefti and injuries caused by animals,
once again to assume the leadership on motion of the author, recommitted.
A bill of much Importance to muniof the Republican party. His nomination is inevitable at Chicago, and his cipalities, House Substitute for House
BH No. 38, by Mullens was taken up.
election is certain, in November."
It is an act to authorize incorporated
McKinley Denies Roosevelt's
towns to construct permanent street
Washington, D. C, May 22. Direc. improvements and assess part of the
tor McKinley of the Taft bureau todav cost against property owners, street
declared the President would have at'
least 600 delegates in the Chicago con-vention.
"The outcome of the Ohio
primary yesterday has in no degree al- S. C.
tered the relative strength of the vari
ous candidates in the Chicago conven
I

e

1

I

Buff Orpingtons

tion," said Mr. McKinley.
600 Delegates for President
"President Taft. has gained enoneh
delegates' In Ohio to assure him of at
least 600 delegates In the Chicago convention..
Has Not Altered Situation.
"The outcome in Ohio, whatever It

Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50,

gree altered the situation except to Phone Red 204.

315

Many Fine Varieties

I

Palace Ave

50c and

Tulips

per doz.

A WTC
P LP
1

Pansy, Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan-- r
themums, and other hardy perennials.

Phone. Black 204.

115 Palace Avenue,

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Graduation Presents j
that

The store is full of the most useful gifts

you can find and
Reliable Jeweler

at reasonable

prices.

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

1

3 Eggs

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

Narcissus, Daffodils
75c

WAtf

wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

ft
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Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves lite Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav. $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p.
m.; arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
(2) Daily except Sundays.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
General Passenger Agent.
S

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

The

ceremony

17-1- 8

Kendall has been appointed
posimaster at the thriving camp of
Dolores.
The thirty ton smelter at Cerrillos
is receiving its finishing touches.
The construction of the federal
building, which is to cost $77,154 and
for which plans have been completed,
will increase the value of property in
that part of town fifty per cent.
Two sets of surveyors are surveyContagious Blood Poison, as the name implies,
is en infectious blood taint which may be communi
ing town site additions on the south
cated trom one person to another. Its virus is of a most insidious tide. Lots will be put on the market
and will go like hot cakes benature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it soon
cause Santa Fe is expanding rapidly.
becomes a thorough systemic poison. So powerful and
dangerous is
Ruena Vista Heights especially will
this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive some
day be the fashionable residence
it from the system.
It should not be temporized with, but should be
of the capital.
killed as one would a deadly serpent on the pathway. The first mani- portion
The man who grumbles at Santa Fe
festation of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
weather would not be happy in Para-dire- .
it

Read Up)

Kumuldo

HOUSf''.ftOTl
SPlcbvUU

48
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I, v.. Ilea Moines, N.

4
11
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STATIONS

0
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CARDS,

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
was performed by Father Rolle, Du- Rooms
echt and Guerni. A reception was Capital City Bank Buildine.
tendered at the Hotel Capitol at which
Santa Fe, New Mexico
400 guests offered their congratula- Assistant District Attorney, Flrsi
tions.
Judicial District
A reception in honor of Judge L. j
Bradford Prince and the rectors and
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
senior and junior wardens of the
Attornsy-at-Law- .
Episcopal diocese of Long Island took Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
place at the residence of Henry E.
Prince
Pierrepont. Judge
may be said
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
to be the father of the American
Attorneys-at-Lachurch building fund project. BrookPractice in; the District Court as
lyn Eagle.
well as before the Supreme Court of
Editorial.
the State.
Santa Fe has already begun to feel Las
New Mexico.
Cruces, the quickening impulses of a new era
of prosperity.
It is hardly a boom as
G. W. PRICHARD,
yet, but there are premonitions of a
Attorney and Coun;e!tD.- - at Law.
genuine article of that kind being very
Practice in all the District Courts
near at hand. Conservative Santa Fe
never rushes madly after the unattain- and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
able ignus fatus, but her growth
is
substantial and steady. People both Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
at home and abroad are beginning to
C. W. G. WARD,
realize the certainty that this beautiful city and valley, with their unsurState District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
passed natural advantages and
un- equaled climate must soon draw a mag- - Las Vegas,
New Mexico,
1
nificent premium in the lottery of west ern booms. In twenty-fivHARRY D. MOULTON,
years San-- j
ta Fe will be a thriving city of 25,000
Attorney-at-Law- .
people. Mark the prediction!
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
'
2
net

the wedding march.

21,

1SS7.)
A. L.

NEW MEXICO

OFFICES-RAT- ON

PROFESSIONAL

Quarter of a Century Ago.
j

I

....

but
rapidly spreads, and in a short time the entire body shows its
presence in the blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
Santa Fe needs a new opera house
d
groin swell, the hair begins to come out,
spots appear on and the Santa Fe needs a new depot.
the body, and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
Miss Rosa Baca and Andres Romero
A condition of such serious nature
requires proper treatment. of Peralta will be married on June 8,
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has at San Mateo.
been weaktned by the powerful poison must be built up, before health
The cathedral was crowded this
can be restored. The queston of most importance therefore is what morning at the fashionable
wedding of
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier? Bernardino B. Baca of Albuquerque,
We daim this distinction for S. S. S. because of its successful record and Miss Jessie JoHnson of Santa Fe.
The 10th U. S. cavalry band played
for more than forty years.
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood.
!t goes into the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious
virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and SMALL RUN OF CATTLE ON
higner at 110
KANSAS CITY MARKET.
The close was strong at 77c for
other portions of the system, and thus makes a perfect as well as a
July a gain of 2
permanent cure. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
Will Not Stand for
Public
Oats fo lowed the lead of other
Consuming
each of which has a specific action on the system.
Not a particle of
Much Farther Advance But Will
grain. July started unchanged to
mineral or other harmful substance enters intoits composition. S S.S.
Quit Eating Beef.
a"d
copper-colore-

....

.

e

I

c

c

When Going

EAST

WEST:

o

EASLEY
Chas. F. Easley,

&

Attorneys-at-Law-

tn

Practi,

.
.

EASLEY
Chas. R. Easley,

rw

the
ami
t0 49
is perfectly safe for any one, and instead of upsetting the stomach, as
Land Department.
l,"Faon6I3'4i.49C
!Se
111
.
,
vii
,
i or,j
icteipis oi nogs in
mineralmedicines often do, it tones up this important member, and
j
'
Kansas City Stock Yards, May 22. west resulted in a steady tone for pro- - Santa
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves of Conta- Cattle
Esten-lasnch
Office,
visi
Initial
sales
from
moved
15
to
25
cents
prices
up
ranged
gious Blood Poison by fhe use of S. S. S., and if you will write and
' ' M"
lower to 7
advance with
week, as the run was small again. 2
request it we will send you, without charge, our Home Treatment Dealers figure that the consuming pub- - pPiemoer options 18.52
for
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Book which will give you all necessary information for crushing om lie will not stand for much further ad- - lj0rk' 10-for
and 10.90 for
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Iaralire
of
e
the
this serpent-likpoison and curing yourself at home. We vance before it quits eating beef, in
Practice in all the Courts and Be- -'
iil also give you free any medical advice you may wish.
S. S. S. is which event sales of dressed meat will
fore the Interior Department.
fall off and urgency of packers needs
iXia at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
- - New Mexico.
Taos, - u
uispiacea oy inaependence,
and a chance for them to get back at
H. L. ORTIZ,
Palace.
sellers, who have had it their own way
all spring. But the limit has not quite
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
H. W. Crawford, Clovis.
e
been reached, as the market is strong
Practicing before all the Courts in
Avery Turner, Amarilio, Texas.
I
' to 10
the State.
higher today, and a new top at
Peter P. Dukert, Las Vegas.
Santa Fe, - - - - New Mexico
$9.15, for the year, and for all time in
A. Dunn, Roswell.
at
this
was
May
I
These
1
John Thompson, Taos.
market,
paid.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
top cattle were not by any means a
G. A. C. Bodenhausen, St.
Public Stenographer.
sensational drove by way of finish or Jack Bolan, St. Joseph. Joseph.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
O. S. Bodenhausen, St.
breeding, being Colorado range bred
Joseph.
this injustice; because the care of the' herefnrHs
Shall the People Rule?
hrnnHrf
n.Aichin0 ioo
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
Ed Franklin, Denver.
(By Rev. J I. Seder, Superintendent poor, inebriates and insane is a county nr,nrto An,e..
i!..:L.,
Phone Red 1C2.
M. Wood, Roy.
Bessie
-,
ueagu-e.queuuu, anu citizens are taxed DJ .nnirins mIH at
J. E. Hannum, Albuquerque.
j
Majority rule is a fundamental prin- - counties to pay the costs; because the en
drove of
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER
brought the' Frank R. Drufus, New York City.
community of interests which exists !same price. Some
ciple of our form of
,
A. Marcus, San Francisco.
TISE?
between
as
ordain
the
and
the
rural
urban citizens in light weignts 1092
We,
majority
people,
,s br
S. A. Akuns. and Mrs. Akuns. Kan- nt
Tell your story to
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2,000,000
Readers
subscribes to that law, unless it con- be drawn, and they should jointiy
represented b a
F W . Harrison Chicago.
Twelve Dollars.
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.
oil e th a nnpsHnn Varmn
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with the v no lnw
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..
:
J. W. Wilson, Albuquerque.
emoracing 55 car loads from
We will place your
advertiseIn many matters the people legls. taxes in the state, and therefore have toaay,
Oklahoma and from South Texas
J. C. Lewis, Albuquerque.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunlate and bear burdens of taxation by as much right to vote on this question Quaiity was
an,j
in
f
most
,t
Al Matthews, Albuquerque.
lacking
day Issue, for $12 per Insertion. Decounties as units. No one disputes th ,as the hobo in the town.or the ten day steer sales ranged
from $5
to tc "5
O. W. Kennedy, Denver.
scriptive circular FREE.
ny man or the
who now prime fpri ttoor
right of the people to do so.
.n 'Z ,,THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
should they not have a law so that by , votes.
Iirices ,n native divig.on
gtockers
Montezuma.
county units, or larger areas, they may
AGENCY,
County unit law is a step forward, and feeders are
up firm stock
C. P. Mitchell, Portales.
declare their will in the matter of is right, fair, reasonable snri Khnw steer at s an tholding
Taos, New Mexico.
fl r..i
t nn
P. E. Carter, City.
licensing grogshops?
pass by a strong majority in the Legis- - to $7.40.
j
G. W.
I
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
A county unit law does not close a lature. We believe it will.
The hog market ,ogt much of itJ E. E. James, St. Louis.
Ford, St. Louis.
Dentist.
single saloon, but it does give the coun- - The great and well known Catholic snap on the closing days last week
Dr. Murray, City.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
ties a legal means of registering their Prelate and church leader, Cardinal and an enormous
to- at
supply
Chicago
S.
D.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Stennis, Jr., Carlsbad.
will and sentiment on the saloon ques - Gibbons, of
Baltimore, recently said in day again floored the selling side
A. V.
New
Phone Red 6.
tion. If the majority wish to abolish the North American: "If
the people of Prices here are off 5 to 10 cents run' E. S. Robins, St. York City.
Waddles,
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. nr.
them they can do so. And they a ward or city,
Joseph.
in a resi- - 8.000 head. Only one load of choice1
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
should have the right to do so. If dential section, orespecially
And by Appointment.
nf a nmi rnnvTv bosra
mI
inr.i,i
.v,i.
F. S. Speelman, Pueblo.
they think that license money received DESIRE TO VOTE OUT SALOONS, 'ft $7.80, otherwise sales
ranged large-- ! J. W. Campbell, City.
from saloons exceeds the value of THEY SHOULD HAVE THE OPPOR- - b" from $7.45 to $7.75.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
at the D. Ulke, Denver.
their boys, they have a legal means of TUNITY OF SO DOING. AND 1 eleven leading market Receipts
Physician and Surgeon.
n.i C. W.
of the
Wilson, Denver.
so declaring.
Office and Residence Washington.
HEARTILY APPROVE THE PRES- - trv so far this year are almost eleven
Harmon
B.
Stephenson, Crete, Neb. Ave., next door to Public
The county unit law is opposed by ENT MOVEMENT IN MARYLAND million hogs, which is one million!
Library.
William Kitchen. Albuquerque.
the brewers and liquor dealers. They TO SECURE A LOCAL OPTION LAW more than same period last year, three
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p. m.
H.
W. Koeneke, Wichita.
are not willing to give the people the WHICH WILL GIVE THAT prntiT million more than in mm r, miuinn
2 to 4 p. m.
Evenings.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
more than in 1909. and one million loss
opportunity of deciding this question
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Phone Black 47.
V. D. Sanders, Chicago.
for themselves. They cry "personal close their saloons, or decide
vote than in 190S same Pe"ods each year,
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transcript work quickare worth $6.50 to $9.50. top ones orders aiV fllwaVS flKSllTr-.- narcnnol ..f
Mexico county officer, well conversant
ly, and at the right price. Give us
Were Convicted on
around
60
weighing
pounds.
tention
Charge of Cona trial.
with the facts, said as late as 1912
spiracy and Inciting to Damage
that ninety-fiv- e
per cent, yes. ninety- MURDERER EXECUTED
Property.
eight per cent of the criminal cases of
BY SHOOTING IN UTAH.
his county resulted from liquor. Where iBy Special Least-wire to New Mexican)
lis liquor sold but in saloons? Is not
London, May 22. Mrs. Cmm.iino Man Who
then the saloon the crime breeder and
Killed Boy in Salt Lake
the militant suffragette
jPankhurst,
tax Increaser? Shnnirt rmt thn
City Chooses Own Means
people have the right by l'aw to ay
of Death.
joC !dltors v tPe,"ckw"
whether they want that. institution I!
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mex!cnn
continued or not?
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 22.
sessions today and each was sentenced
The county unit law is, next to a to
j
nine months' imprisonment, on the Five riflemen concealed .behind a
statewide law, the best present solublack curtain sent
bullets
of conspiracy and
charge
tion of the vexing saloon problem. If
inciting to into the heart of a blindfolded, man
malicious damage to property.
you doubt tho wisdom of a state-widas he sat in a wooden chair at the
law at this time, you cannot consiststate prison this morning. Julius
ently oppose or fail to support a coun-ta murderer, was the target. He
unit law, especially In the face
ima selected death bj shooting in
of the fact that there are
already two
preference to the gallows after liis
counties without saloons in New Mex-- i
conviction of the murder of Thomas
ico. And there are a half dozen more
a
Karrick,
boy, whom he
and
ready for a similar step. The countv
had shot and fatally wounded In the
unit law appeals to the broadminded
course of a daylight burglary.
ana tnoughtful. On the one hand it
Until a few hoars before the execua'lows the saloons to remain where
Do
tion Sirmay maintained that a fel
you mow that it is
the public sentiment still wants then:
low burglar was with him in the Kar- to stay; on the other hand, it
possitle to imitate in pattern
gives thn
rick home and had killed the lad. Last
counties who consider them antiquated
and
appearance a high grade fatric so that only an expert Is
night he confessed it was he who
an opportunity to exchange a tattered.
Grape-Nut- s
shot the boy. Sirmay was a Hungariaware of the difference?
olrty garment for clean, moral apparol.
an, 24 years old. He was blindfolded
and to the ardent "statewider" it
The imitation, however, is short-live- d
gives
and usually lasts but
before he left his cell on his way to
,a .'aw to obtain even that by counties is
a
be
Bhot.
concentrated
Ir. is so
food, rich
long enough to makt the sale. Style soon vanishes and service
eminently fair that even liquor
cannot consistently raise sub- - in brain and flesh building
is a minus quantity.
Therefore, ir's judicious to 1ay safe
RUMORED HOT WINDS
stantial objections.
.
nourishment, easily digested
FAVOR BULLISH MARKET.
Clothes
n
Buy
Tho county unit law is
and know that you receive style
fair, because
it allows the people to decide their! and quickly utilized for the
and
sterling worth.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
needs.
cwr affairs; because
they can decide' body's
111.,
You then eliminate the hazardous element of
Chicago,
22. Assertions
to load themselves with
May
burdens of
your clothes
the wheat crop In Nebraska was
taxation for liquor caused crim or'
More and more people that
and
fuD
assured
value
for
arc
dollar
of
of its
purchase
every
going back and rumors of hot winds in
not; because the enforcement of state!
Kansas had a bullish effect here today.
use
Grape-Nu- ts
laws in the county is a
price.
everyday
ques-The opening was shade to 8 higher.
tion devolving upon the county
We arc now showing some novelty weaves.
county henTf
July started at 108
to 1081-25-because sheriffs salary, maintenance'
There's a Reason"
and gain of
and ascended to
of courthouse, jail and
county officials
Serious reports of corn falling
Is a county question,
being paid fori
to germanate gave strength to the
by taxing the people of the entire'
market for
county; because taxation without repPost urn Cereal Company, Ltd., advanced tothat cereal. July 74opened
to
resentation is
higher at
and un-74
Battle Creek. Mich.
and advanced to 75
just, and the county unit law removes
The close was strong with July
Fe-N--
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New MexLo Military

f,

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

j

The

Wst Point

of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department at "Distinguished
Institution." Armj officers detailed by Wai

t,.

Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location ot any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden
spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u
feet above sea level, sunshine every
lay, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
In all respects.
KiXiENTS E. A. CAHOON. Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

'

,

otm,,

DR.

1

I

I

I

1

jy.

Superintendent
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SANTA FE, N. M.,
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three-fourth-

j

EAST

rZl

steel-nose-

d

Sir-ma-
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Chicago,

$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

Buffalo,

New York,

Denver,

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$69.35

S.6.A5

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until
September 30th, 1912. . Return limit, October 31. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 30 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature
call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE, N. M.

You will never go wrong in
Are You a Seller7 An advertiseletting
your Job printing come to the New ment in
the classified columns of the
Mexican
Company. Its fa- New Mexican will
put your real escilities are unequaled in the State. tate on
the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New the eyes of all
possible buyers.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all oi
the time and works for the upbuildSubscribe for the Santa Fe New
ing of our new State.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
New Mexican want aus.
always of the time and works for the upbilng results.
building f our new State.
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H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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M.
.

BOARD 0 FPUBLICATION
AND SABBATH SCHOOL WORK

fthis 19th day of April,
JESSIE
(Seal)

!
WOMEN TAKE NOTICE
and

Church
Organization
Close Year's Work With
Small Deficit.

Presbyterian

tTJy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Louisville, Ky., May 22 A year of

earnest service filled with educational, missionary and business activity
was reporaed by the Board of Publication and Sabbath School Work before the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America today.
Sabbath
Of the department of
school and missionary work, the report says in part:
"The number of Sabbath school
missionaries in the field, for longer or
shorter periods, was 139, besides 23
colporteurs whose attention was given entirely to the visitation of foreign
settlements. Following the miss'on-arpolicy of their respective Presbyteries, our missionaries have organized C51 new schools and revived 242,
making a total of 893, into which they
have gathered 30,303 persons, of
whom 3.06G were officers and teachMore
ers and 27,239 were pupils.
than 2.500 mission schools not yet
have been aided durreceived from
the
year.
Reports
ing
our missionaries, show 2,455 Sabbath
schools under their care, with a membership of 112,242. During the year
20,291 volumes and 9,636,635 pages of
religious tracts have been distributed; besides G.5C1 Bibles and Testaments, of which 3,677 were in foreign
languages. Reports from the field
show that 98 new churches have
grown out of mission school organized by our missionaries during pre78
vious years. Of these churches
are Presbyterian and 20 are of other
missionaries
Our
denominations.
have assisted in the erection of CI
Presbyterian chapels to house their
new organizations. The value of
these buildings is $126,850.
"About 5,500 Sabbath schools used
our Children's Day supplies last year,
over 800,000 copies of the program
and supplement having been distributed. Of the Rally Day program
The total of
2,300 Sabbath schools.
offerings from Sabbath schools last
year is $87,975. Contrary to our exto report
pectations, we are obliged
. 1.
nnm
in me iuiui
a decrease 01 ?4,io.oi
contributions received during the
vear A gratifying increase is noted
a
tho

Notary Public in and for Jackson
County, Missouri.
24,
My commission expires April

suffering msny women endure
A man cannot understand the torture
uncomplainingly. If the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured with
patience the weakening sicknesses thut most women do, they would ask for
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life cf misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a remedy which is sate
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the public
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.

Subscribed and sworn to by T. J.
Templer, before me this 27th day of
April, 1912.
S. C. MONDRAGOX,
(Seal)
Notary public in and for Sandoval
County, State of New Mexico.
My commission
expires July 7th,

C

1912.

ENDORSED No. 7199.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 16S.
Amendment to Articles of Incorporation of THE AUTOMATIC SCALE
VENDING COMPANY, Reducing Capital Stock.
Filed in Office of State Corporation
Commission, May 16. 1912; 10 a. m.
CEO. W. ARMI.TO,
Clerk.
Compared EDC to .1JO.

Sugar-coate-

Ues. Hessheujeb.

y

pears to omit any such qualification AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF IN
CORPORATION OF THE AUTOMAand greatly to extend the scope of the
TIC SCALE VENDING COMPANY.
exemption. By reference to Section 7
of Article VIII of the constitution it State of New Mexico,
will be seen that "all property useA
Office of the State Corporation Comfor educational or charitable purposes"
mission.
shall be exempt from taxation. This
It is hereby certified, that there was
affirmative
is a positive,
provision filed for record in the office of the
which needs no legislation to make it State Corporation Commission of the
The exemption would ex State of New Mexico on the 16th day
operative.
tend to any hospital which is used for of May, A. D., 1912, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
charitable purposes even though at the amendment to Articles of Incorpora
same time accommodations may be tion of The Automatic Scale Vendin?
proviaea lor patients wno are auie anu company, Reducing Capital Stock,
willing to pay for care and treatment. (Xo. 7199). and also that the follow
I understand that the hospital referred
irjg co,)y is a true and correct tran-tby Mr. Wilson is primarily of a scril)t of tne originai n0w on file,
and whether, jn testimony whereof, the chairman
charitable character
much or little charitable work is done and enief c)erk of said commission
I believe that it falls within the COll- - havp hmnntn KPt their hands and af- stitutional exemption and that its prop- fixed the seal of said Commission, at
erty used for charitable purposes can- the City of Santa Fe, on this 16th day
not be taxed.
of May, A. D., 1912.
Yours truly,
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Chairman.
Attest:
'

j

W. ARMIJO,
I
Chief Clerk.
Amendment to the Articles of Incor
TO HARMONIZE GERMAN
poration of the Automatic Scale
AND BRITISH VIEW POINT.
Vending Company.
Statesmen of Both Nations Will Con-- ! BE IT KNOWN that on the 14th day
of February, 1912, a meeting of the
tribute Articles to Maga- Scale
'directors of The Automatic
zine.
Vending Company, whose principal
,
tBy Special Leased wire to New Mexican) place of business is in the Rialto
May 22 Sixteen leading ing, located at the southwest corner
British statesmen and scientists, in- - of Ninth and Grand Ave., in Kansas
eluding Viscount Haldane, British sec City, Jackson County, State of Misnr war . a
Kn rnir inrmpr suuii. va iinu iui me- imiuuar- ul l jn- rotarv
British premier; Andrew Bonar Law, sidenng a resolution decreasing the
leader of the opposition in the House capital stoc of said Company, pur- of Commons; Lord Courtney, Baron suant to consent to the holding of such
Weardalee and Sir William Ramsey, meeting signed by all the directors of
decrease
contribute articles to the current issue said Company.
and
y
Children
on
school offerings
That at saj(, meeUng ft wsolutjon
Rally Day more than offset this gam.
the capital slock of said
reducing
nrominent
n
ne.
vuar
miui trip J wiin
U
IU Viuov
UUU
lE tn
j Vnn,in
Germans will write to the same maga- - Company to one hundred and titty
a debt of $4,252.11."
zine in its next issue, in an effort to thousand dollars, ($150,000) divided in-to shares of the par value of one hun- relations.
improve
The most significant article is that dred dollars ($100) each, and that the
by Mr. Balfour, who declares that Brit- - shares of stock of said Company bei
OFFICIAL NOTES
ish suspicion is natural in view of the pro rata reduced and that a meeting
existence of Germany's military force of the stockholders of the Company
and the advocacy by Germany of a pol- - ws then and there called to take ac-- ;
with the tion on said amendment,
Icy which is incompatible
Paroled By the Governor.
'
That thereafter and in pursuance of
McDonald paroled the word's peace and the rights of nations.
Governor
the
resolution so adopted by said
to
The
former
asks
in
Germany
the penitentiary:
premier
following convicts
Jacobo Frietze, sentenced 1 to 2 disavow "those zealots who are preach-- Board of Directors, a meeting of alls
of the said
- of the stockholders
years, Dona Ana county, for larceny. ing an extension of Germany's bounin Europe, and the acquisition l'any was held on the 5th day of
Perfecto Rodriguez, sentenced 1 to
lar- of colonies at the expense of other March, A. D., 1912, and upon the
3 years, from Grant county for
and requests her to show the sent f ninety per cent (90) of the
ceny.
stockholders of said Company and in
Felipe Chavez, sentenced 1 to 2 world that armies are more useful in
Com-fo- r
peace than war and that the appetite pursuance of the by laws of said
years from Socorro county, larceny.
at the principal place of busi
territorial expansion is a worn out
Will Crockett, sentenced 6 months
ness of said Company in the State ot
to 3 years, from Eddy county, for phase of patriotism.
New Mexico and that at said meeting
burglary.
there was present in person or by
LETTER LIST.
Roy G. Knight, sentenced from Colproxy ninety (90) per cent of all of
fax county, 1 to 2 years, forgery.
List of letters remaining uncalled the stockholders holding at least nineRafael Flores, sentenced 2 to 3
cent of all of the capita!
years, Lincoln county, assault being for in the postofflce at Santa Fe. N. ty (90) per
M., for week ending May 18, 1912. stock of said Company and that the
armed with deadly weapons.
If not called for within two weeks resolution of the Board of Directors
Good Roads Work.
it to be advisable to reduce
road
s
Mora-Lathey will be sent to the dead letter declaring
on
the
Work
Vegas
stock of said Company to
the
capital
at
office
Washington.
will be resumed in the near future,
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
Geo.
Atkinson,
beginning at the Mora end, according
($150,000) divided into shares of the
Abreo Eloisa Romero de
to a letter received by Mayor Taupert
par value of one hundred dollars
Aguilar Jose E.
of East Las Vegas from State En($100) each, and that the shares of
Abeyta Mrs. R. M.
gineer C. D. Miller. The letter stated
stock of said Company be pro rata
that Mora county had paid in its Apodaca Mrs. Rumaldo
reduced, was presented and unaniBarrack S. H.
share of the expense, $1,000, and that
adopted by said stockholders.
mously
it is up to San Miguel county to pay
Bay Gertrude
THE AUTOMATIC SCALE VENDING
to
amounts
$1,100.
S.
which
F.
Barber
its quota,
COMPANY.
Mr. Miller also stated that Good Roads
Buteirres Elijia
Seal)
(Corporate
inBarela Valentina
Engineer W. R. Smythe had been
By J. A. BRUBAKER,
structed to draw plans for the much
Baca Mrs. Elina
President.
Attest:
needed bridge over the Mora rlrer
Claire Hotel
T. J. TEMPLER,
near Watrous. Mr. Smythe's services
Campbell H. 3.
Secretary.
will be furnished gratis, but it will be
State of Missouri,
Clancey C. C.
up to the people boosting the bridge
Cox Jno.
County of Jackson. ss.
proposition to raise the necessary
On this 19th day of April, 1912, beCalyer D. K.
funds.
fore me appeared J. A. Brubaker to
Chaves Martin
me personally known who being by
Charitable Institution Defined.
Ford Joe
me duly sworn upon oath says that he
May 19, 1912.
Fort M. H.
Hon. W. B. Walton, Santa Fe, N. M.
is president of the Automatic Scale
Field Mrs. Mary
"
Dear Sir I have before me the letVending Company and that the seal
Gott Lew
affixed to said instrument is the corter of Mr. Percy Wilson of the 14th Graf R. G.
poration seal of said corporation, and
inst, addressed to you in which he Gonzalez Manuel
that the said instrument was signed
expresses a desire to have the opinion
Haune Geo.
of the attorney general as to whether
and sealed in behalf of said corporaLaw Kenneth
tion by authority of its Board of
such an institution as St. Joseph's
Lautin, Juan.
and said J. A. Brubaker ac
Sanatorium is exempt from taxation.
R.
Adela
Lopes
He says that particular institution has
knowledged said instrument to be the
C.
Ursula
Mrs.
Lucero
not paid taxes upon the theory that it
free act and deed of said corporation.
Lucero Cisilia
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have
is church property and used for benev
Marcellio Dr. B. M.
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
olent or religious purposes, and that
McFarland W. B.
notarial seal on the day and year first
the law provides that the exemption,
McGregord Geo.
above written.
applies only when the property is used
Martines Eulalia V.
JESSIE M. HAMPEL,
(Seal)
solely for benevolent or religious purMonto'la Tojnasita
Notary Public in and for Jackson
poses and that most of the patients at
P owen OAil
the sanatorium pay for their care and
County, Missouri.
24,
treatment. The statute to which he
My commission expires April
Peck Jno. O.
(2)
1912.
refers is to be found in Section 175fi
Uearson Herbert
State of Missouri,
of the Compiled Laws of 1897, and
Putko Joseph
County of Jackson. ss.
Perea Pedro
provides so far as this class of insti
J. A. Brubaker and T. J. Templer,
tutions is concerned that the grounds
Roybal Ester.
president and secretary respectively
buildings, books, papers and apparatus
Ryan Jas.
of the Automatic Scale Vending Comof benevolent and religious institu
Roberts Eliza E.
tions and societies shall be exempt
pany, being first duly sworn upon
Roybal Delfina
their oaths state that the assent of
from taxation when the property of
Ramires Precila
s
in interest of all of the
the said institutions and societies shall
Ruybal Ester
stockholders was given to the amendbe devoted exclusively to the approRuibal Guadalupe
ment to the Articles of Incorporation
priate objects of such institutions and
Rodrigues Lola
of The Automatic Scale Vending Comnot leased or rented er otherwise used
Dan
Shay
pany reducing the capital stock of
with a view to pecuniary profit. Under
Schneider Will C.
said Company to one hundred and fifty
this statute there might be some ques
Nora
Sander
dollars ($150,000) divided inthousand
tion raised upon the clause about beSimmons Prof. L. S.
to shares of the par value of one huning "used with a view to pecuniary
Smith Jim S.
dred dollars ($100) each, and that the
profit," and the solution of that in
Sandoval Tiodcrita Archuleta
such a case as the one presented by
shares of stock of said Company be
Bonifacio
Sa'as
Mr. Wilson might be made to turn up
pro rata reduced, as set forth in the
Sena Felix
on the use to which the money recertificate amending said Articles
Vijil Mari
It
ceived from Inmates is devoted.
herewith filed. The principal place of
f
hese
In
letters
calling
please business is Santa Fe, N. M., and the
might be argued that if the receipts of
or
not.
ertised"
the hospital are devoted to the bospi state wheth
agent in charge thereof is E. C. AbE. C
IKE, Postmaster.
tal work only, that this would not be
bott.
a matter of pecuniary profit. I am pf
(Corporate Seal)
All legal
J. A. BRUBAKER,
the opinion, however, that the discusprepared according
'
.1
s
New
new
Mexico,
T. J. TEMPLER,
sion of this question becomes imma to the Statutt
terial In view ot the constitutional 8tate form fo sa'e by the Nr
By J. A. BRUBAKER.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
provision on ton subject which ap-- Mexican PrtoUa, Company.
--
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Ornament, Health, Comfort and Protection Are Four Good and Sufficient Reasons.
There are at least four good
why we should plant street
trees: First, for ornament; second,
for health; third, for comfort; fourth,
for protection.
1. Ornamentation.
That street ornamentation pays in many ways no
one will deny, but it pays directly in
dollars and cents. Beautifying a neighborhood is not a mere fad. It costs
but little more to make it attractive
than to leave It or make it unsightly,
and a
district
will not only attract, but command
residents desirable in every way. It
Is not mere sentiment that prompts
the railroads to advertise the attractions along their lines.
Beauty to
them represents cash, and each year
they spend immense sums calling attention to the attractions of the sections through which they pass. If
people choose a line of travel because of its natural and acquired
beauties, how much more eagerly
will they seek such a place for a residence. That both are eagerly sought
for is undisputed.
landscape beauty
is capital. Again, not one of us would
be satisfied to spend his life in a des
ert, though surrounded with the ne-cessities of life in plenty. Our na
tures crave better and more beautiful
surroundings, and we oftimes travel
far seeking the most beautiful location obtainable.
2. Health.
Trees add greatly to the
healthfulness of any district by cooling and purifying the air, the foliage
evaporates large quantities of water
and the reduction of temperature In
this way is greatest during the hottest and dryest weather. The foliage
also absorbs impure and therefore
harmful gases.
Trees also promote
circulation of air (due principally to
unequal temperature.)
3. Comfort.
Trees add materially
to comfort either in city or country,
not alone to shade
the passer-by- ,
and the idler who rests beneath their
branches, but in a climate like ours,
with perpetual sunshine, they Boften
the glare and heat of the sun on sidewalks.
4. Protection.
Every one will readily concede that street tres afford
protection from both wind and sun,
but as a protection against fire they
are not so well known. The chief of
the San Francisco fire department
writes that shade trees on sidewalks
are beneficial In checking the spread
of fire. First, they are good as windbreaks, keeping sparks and cinders
from near-bbuildings. Second, they
shield the houses, preventing
them
from catching fire from the heat. He
tells of a fire where a single large
tree prevented the destruction of a
three-storflat adjoining.
In this
case there was considerable delay in
getting water, so that the fire gained
great headway.
rea-eon- s
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Worst of It
"Splendid trout fishing," the advertisement said, and Slithers, who fancied himself as a fisherman, went
down for a day's sport. He hired a
villager to accompany him, and together they walked along the banks
of the stream.
"The midges are troublesome," complained Mr. Slithers.
"Aye, sir," remarked the man; "but
that ain't the worst of it."
"The bushes are very thick; I can't
get a clear cast."
"Aye, sir; but that ain't the worst of

tt."
"It strikes me

I was an idiot to pay
two guineas for this fishing."
"Aye, sir; but that ain't the worst
of It."
"I don't believe there are any fish

here."

"Aye, sir; but that ain't the worst
of it."
"Hang It all, man, then what la the
worst of It!"
"If you want to know the worst ot
It, there never were any fish here, air."
Tit-Bi- t.

Maternal Societies
masoni:.

'ABINET

1912.

St.,
V".!. Lizzie M. IIrssnr:iKr.r., of Lincoln, Neb., r,20
savs: "I scud a testimonial with much pleasure so that somo
of
remedies.
worth
true
know
the
your
woman
may
suffering
I was a great sufferer from femalo troubles but, after taking
one bottle of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, which a
friend advised me to take, t ion no myseu very muni
and using two
proved. After takinjr three more bottles,
lioxes of Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets, I found myself on tlm
road to recoverv. I was in poor health for five years but
now I am cured.
"I hope all women suffering from female weakness will
give Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.
Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
tiny granules.
stomach, liver and bowels.

08

A. D., 1912.
M. HAMPEL,
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ACK of the loaf Is the snowy
tlniir
And back of the flour is the mill;
Back of the mill the wheat and thf

M. VT

y J

half-inc-

Abinet

FOR RENT 3 or
with furniture or not.

7.30.

ner

Santa Fe Chapter

N

Regulai
convocation
Monday of each niont
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,

leconi

.

h.

r

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1. K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mor
day in each Month a
Masonic Hs.ll at 7:5
p. m.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

ill

Santa Fe ixidge c
Perfection No. 1, 14t;
degree.
cepted

Ancient and Ac

Scottish Rite
Free Masonry mee's

ULULJ
main ain't ernt rn Iripaa
W
of his own, he'd ounrlil to be
kind of careful who lie borrows from.
Owen Wister.
a.

FANCY CAKES FOR FESTIVITIES.
Small cakes that will keep indefi
nitely are a reserve that all wise
housewives desire to have on hand.
The following has good keeping quali-

ties:

room

house,

D. S. Lowitzki.

RENT

house

bath. r,02 Galifteo St. Apply
cent's Sanitarium.

with
St. Vin-

AGENTS WANTED for the best sellArizona
Sales
Agency, Phoenix, Arizona.

er on the market.

SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Employment Agency, P. O. Box 73, 210
N. Mex..
W. Silver, Albuquerque,
Wanted 50 Mexican teflmsters and laborers at once.
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condi01
tion and does splendid writing.
the third Monday of each moot; Could
ship on approval and trial.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening l
Masonic Hall, aouth side of Plau Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Kansas.
Viilting Pettish Rite Masons ar coi Rosedale,
01

dially Invited to attend.
S. G.

32.

Venerable
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Maiteri

9cretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

Nr

466, B. P. O. R. hold
Its regular session o:

the second and fourti

of eac-- '
Wednesday
month. Visiting broil
era are lnviteo an:
welcome.
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LI EX A XT,

Secretary.

Santa Fe

Ca m

M.

W. A.
tfleeti secoiu' Tucj
day each month,
clal meeting tl.lr
at Fire
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit
ifcg neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, CYnsul
CHAS. A RISING, Clerk.
13514,

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
regular meetinc on the firrt
Thursday of each month at
CflMtSx Fireman's hall at 7:30
p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Hometterd

No.

2879.

HEN

0

LOST Fox terrier. Return to Corof Lincoln and Palace avenue.
FOR

1. R. A. M.

RAINY DAY DUTIES.
"When God sorts out the weather
arid sends rain,
why, rain's my
choice." A rainy day is often as beneficial to the household as it is to the
soil, as such a day is one usually free
from outside interruptions, and much
may be accomplished without interference. There are always things that
have been put off for more time; arrangement of closets and boxes and.
drawers, the looking for the piece of
trimming or article in some magazine; all of these things take time,
and many cannot be begun and left
unfinished.
Rainy days are good days to plan
for future work, to finish up that little piece of sewing that has waited,
so long; in fact each household will
And Just the needed time to accomplish so much that has been waiting
for a more convenient season.
A scrap book that money couldn't
purchase may be made in odd moments and the time never be missed.
Cut out from catalogues and periodicals pictures of authors and other interesting people with an autograph
when possible and any interesting
clippings about them pasted on the
same or opposite pages. This scrap
book can be handed down with
additions to several generations
of children and prove both instructive
and entertaining. Very young children may have their minds stored
with valuable knowledge without the
effort of study by simply having these
pictures to look at ami the people
there pictured told about in story
form.
When going out on a rainy day,
protect the feet, as damp feet cause
many kinds of trouble.
A very nice arrangement to wear
under a long coat on a rainy day is a
black elastic with
strip of
an eye on one end and a hook on the
other. Slip around the body, having
It drawn tight, and pull up the skirta
The elastic will hold
all around.
them up out of the wet.
Rubbers that are worse than useless when the heels leak, can be made
useful by cutting out the heel like a
sandal rubber.
They can then be
worn as sandals.

Montezuma
Lodgi
No. 1. A. F. & A. M
commun
Regular
cation first Monda
of each month a
a
Maso'ilc - Hail

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M
CHAS. E. LINNETf, SecreLBry.

shower
And the sun and the Father's will.
Balxoek.

WA1V1TC
vv raiN iwi

Brotherhood
ef
American Yeom
Meets First Friday of the month

at the

Fireman'

Hall. H. Poremao
A. E. P. Robinson
Cor. tec. Fred F
Alaria.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
ODD ' FELLOWS,

TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anfl repaired. Ne,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a"J rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and typewrites guar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex.

changa

Phone

231.

WANTED.
The Business College of Santa Fe,
west side of Plaza requires the following. Apply, don't write, unless at
a distance.
Fo.ir hours janitor work daily ex
change education.
Good furniture, bed. washstand. bu
reau, bath tub, ice chest, book shelves,
chairs, stoves, etc. exchange education.
Lumber for partitions, etc. Ex
change education.
Sign writing, painting,
change education.
Plumber's work exchange educa
tion.
Carpenter's work exchange educa
tion.
Automobile and chauffer exchange
education, three hours daily or will
buy on cash teaching terms.
Typewriting machines, any make-l- ots
lying id'e; owners cannot use
them properly. In exchange.
Teachers and graduates to train for
our teachers and travelling demon
strates in grades and high schools.
Positions vary from $100 a month.
but
Stenographers any system,
with touch typewriting, to prepare
for better positions guarantee good
pay, but must be good spellers and
have punctuation and common sense.
Teaching services, day or evening
in exchange.
8th
and
scholars 7th
Grade
grades wanted these holidays to learn
shorthand, that when they return to
school in fall, they can take "Teachers talk" and enable them to become
ten times more clever and make
their examinations much easier. Ask
Professor J. A. Wood on this question.
Apply Business College, west side
of Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,

etcex

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly President.
evening at 8 o'clocl

Rocks. Cream a cup of butter, add every Thursday
brothTIME TABLE ALL
a cup and a half of sugar, three eggs, in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting
welcome.
ers
always
teaa teaspoonful of cinnamon, half a
LOCAL TRAINS
of
spoon of allspice, a teaspoonful
No.
Fe
Santa
Camp
soda dissolved in two tablespoonfuls
The following are the time tabled
6673, R. N. A. meeti
of water, a pound each of walnuts
the local railroads:
of
first Tuesday of each
and dates cut fine and two and a half
Cups of flour.

Drop from a spoon on

a buttered sheet.

Oatmeal Cookies. Brown the oatmeal until a light color and put
through the meat chopper. Take a
cup of shortening, two cups of oatmeal, two cups of flour, a cup of
sugar, a teaspoon of cinnamon and,
one of soda, two eggs and seven
of sour milk. A few nuts
and raisins may be put through the
meat grinder with the oatmeal and
added, if desired.
Rice Cookies. Cream a half a cup
ot butter, add a third of a cup of
sugar gradually, one egg well beaten,
s
of a cup of flour, a half
teaspoon of vanilla. Beat well and
drop from a spoon on a buttered
sheet.
Spread thinly with a knife
dipped In co'd water. Put four large
raisins on each cooky. Blanched almonds or strips of citron cut in small
pieces may be used.
Nut Cookiss. Beat the yolks of two
eegs until thick, add a cup of brown
sugar gradually, a cup of nut meats,
then the whites of the eggs, and six
tablespoonfuls of flour mixed with a
few grains of salt. Drop from the tip
a buttered sheet.
of a spoon on
Spread and bake in a moderate oven.
Cocoanut Cream Cookies. Beat two
eggs until light, add a cup of sugar
gradually, a half cup of shredded
a cup of cream and three cups
3f flour sifted with a teaspoonful of
!alt and three teaspoonfuls of baking
f
powder. Chill and roll out
inch thick. Shape with a small round
:utter and bake in a moderate oven.
table-spoonfu-

three-fourth-

one-hal-

New Breakfast Food
Representative Mann of Chicago re
cently stopped to inspect some street
construction work in the Windy City
His attention seemed to be particuAn Easier Job.
larly drawn to a large iron cylindet
"An easy Job will suit me, senaor
that was being constantly turned ei tor."
a fire for the purpose of heating
"How about winding the clocks
gravel.

week?"
"What do you make of that, Mann?' every
"I might make that do. But what's
asked a friend who chanced along the matter with
my tearing the leaves
Just then.
calendar every month "
the
jff
"I think they must be rolled pebJust a Plumed
bles," answered Mr. Mann. "Some
hat
shapes of velvet In all
Large
new kind of breakfast food adapted
colors require no trimming but the
for those. Italian immigrants."
Ingle plume, and with the French
jyurl

at the end.

month;

social meeting

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
with No. 1 westbound and No.
connect
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
eastbound.
Edward L. Miller, deceased.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
State of New Mexico,
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 P. m. to conCounty of Santa Fe. ss.
with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
nect
Office of the Probate Court, Count?
eastbound.
M.
of Santa Fe, N.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
To all to whom these shall concern,
p. m.
greeting:
Leave Sanla Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conYou are hereby notified that Satur
with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
nect
set
been
D.
has
A.
1912,
day, June 8th,
westbound.
in
by the Honorable Probate Court,
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
and for the County and State aforesaid as the day for the probation of p. m.
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
the Testament and Last Will of said
now
shouli
Pecos
and
Valley
points
Edward L. Miller, deceased.
of 1 20 as
In witness whereof I hereby set my leave at 3:30 p. m. instead
Connection leaves Albuhand end caused to be affixed the seal heretofore.
at
7:55
p. m. instead of 2:20
of
11th
querque
this
day
of the Probate Court
a. m.
May, A. D. 1912.
D. & R. G. Ry.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Clerk of the Probate Court.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from nort,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
Leave 12:45 p. ni., connects with.
1 south and west- The New Mexican Printing Com- No. 4 east and
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
civil
bound,
hand
on
has
already
pany
3 east.
and criminal dockets, especially made from No.
of
the
up for the use of Justices
If you use embossed stationery, you
Peace. They have printed headlines
can do no better than placing your orin either Spanish or English on good
der with the New Mexican Printing
paper, well bound with leather back
prices will be quoted upon request.
sides.
and cornersfi, with canvass
forms are strictly up
Full index in front an a list of the Our styles and
fees of the Justice of the Peace and to date.
Constables printed in full on the firat
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
page. The pages are 1
a position, you must let the employer
These books ar made up in civil and
it. A want advertisement In the
criminal dockets separate of 320 know
and
ness
professional man In the city
ana
civil
both
with
pages each, or
and
and a great many in the
county
criminal bound in one book, with 80
state. If you have any special talpages civil and 320 pages criminal.
d
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Civil or criminal $2.7r each.
For
civil and criminal $4.00.
be
It will not, pay you to waste your
$.50 additional these books will
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash time writing out your legal forma
State plaint r when you can get them already printmust accompnay order
whether English or Spanish is went ed et the New Mexican Printing
ed.
Company.

third Tuesday at Fire

man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY.
Oracl
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY. Recorder.

N
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The Home of Quality Groceries
DISCOVERY

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

A GREAT
"

ACHIEVEMENT

trysting place?

per-bath-

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,
the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

By Discovering

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, 19T2.

has just received twelve new styles HAVEMEYER CALLED
ARNOLD CARRIES DENVER
SUGAR COMPANY "TRUST."
C. B. Corsets, ranging in price $1.00 toi
BY OVER 20,000 VOTES.
$3.50.
Quality and price guaranteed.
There is nothing better made. Why Corporation Magnate Referred to Or- Lindsey Declares Victory Is Repudii iiiiii mil in win hi
i mvmmw
ganization of Which He Was
pay more.'
ation of Pillagers and
Head.
Have you
Mouth
Down
All
at
the
Plunderers.
WEATHER FORECAST.
noticed that every college drama or
Denver, Colo., May 22. Xew
New
to
Leased
wire
Mexican)
musicale comedy of college life has (By special
IBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico: Tonight and Thursday
made a decided hit this season at thei New York, May 22. The manner of
Denver, Colo., May 22. Additional
fair and cooler.
Elks? "The Kingdom of Heart's Con- ousting Benjamin Boutell, of Bay City, returns from yesterday's municipal
The play Michigan, from the presidency of the election received up to noon today intent" tomorrow night.
One Windsor Sugar Company, was written creased the plurality of Henry J. Arcolor.'
local
and
girl
graduates
For Sale Jty residence on Palace
tr.rinv rirt the rannrfl nf tha irnvarn.
at
Elks'.
the
only
Citizens' candidate for mayor,
night
Ave. C. A. Bishop.
dissolution suit against the so- - nold,
menfs
over John B. Hunter.. Democratic, to
in the drug basiness is
Experience
canea sugar trust.
Mr. Boutell s 90 ,. 0 anil. assuror! th.o ala.tirtn rtf iha
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
For the Commonwealth; The Revolu- a valuable assets Have your prescrip- term was unexpired when Henry O.
tions filled at Zook's.
elltlre Citizens' ticket. It was the
.,
i
tionist, and A Romance of the West.
.,ovQ. nKK.r.
most sweeping victory ever recorded
Commencement suggestions of Yontz concern and
Mr.
For Sun Burn and chapped hands,
Boutell
apparently
in a municipal election here by any
chains"
neck
the
Jewel
boxes,
jeweler.
Witch Hazel and Almond
did not want to resign.
Our meat market, because so many Benzoin,
and pendants, bar pins. These are just
Cream. Zook's.
"It would be better for you to have set of candidates.
a few of the hundreds on hand.
Result of Long Struggle.
arrange for their meets here!
him remain as president until the matBaby Girl Born Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
to yesterday's victory,.
Referring
Furnished
Rooms
Rent
for
setof
and
ter
is
attacked
Elegantly
promotion
Chaves of Sandoval street, are rejoicelected juvenile
Rooms elegantly furnished and ha'v- - tled," Mr. Havemeyer
on Ben T. Lindsey,
declared
ing over the arrival of a baby girl.
WE WILL BE PLEASED
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric ing all modern conveniences, inclua- February 24, 1903, to Chester S. Morey judge, today said: "This victory is
the culmination
of twenty years'
steam heat and Lot Denver, the sugar magnate's
Laundry brought into the office will mg electric light,
The pillagers and plunderers
To Arrange With You
in the First National
Bankjsonal representative in the Colorado fight.
be redeemed at 10c doz.
have been exposed and repudiated as
beet sugar field.
is the Time to plant Cannas. b iilding. Apply to F. M. Jones,
For The Best Cuts of Meat TheNowClarendon
they have been in San Francisco,
Plan to Oust Boutell.
Don't Wear Those Ready Made
Gardens have them in
"The directors can denude him of Pittsburg, Minneapolis,
and other
cataare
Clothes
show
all
they
They
colors
and
cream,
varieties; pink,
Either By 'Phone
Call at the W. H. nis autnority and place it in your cities. It was a great uprising of au
yellow and scarlet.; Get in your order logue garments.
Goebel Tailoring Company and get a hands as general manager (I leave indignant people."
now. They are only $1" per dozen.
Or At Our Counter.
this to Waterman) and then the law
Latest Report.
WAN'TED Experienced seamstress stunning suit for less to fit you.
Returnsfrom 203 ojt of 221 pre
Handled Pocket Knives make yers can attack him 1n his presidential
, or apprentice. Call at Salmon's store. nicePearl
cincts show Arnold 37,394; Hunter,
eraduation m esents at GORBELS. position and make it easier."
FOR SALE New Hammond type
,
i he Waterman referred to, Mr. Mor-- j
A Rendezvous For Meat
Bank
Furniture
First National
11,797; Arnold's
writer, three type discs and leather
Some of the new furniture ey explained on the stand, was Chas. ality. 21,906. 208 precincts show, for
traveling case. Inquire Xew Mexican.
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking for the First National Bank in thislW. Waterman. Mr. Havemeyer's law-- j sheriff Sullivan
(Citizens)
35,894;
ieinidu is counsel ior tne i Armstrong,
by electricity is cheaper than coal. city was destroyed by fire while on a :.
17,310;
(Democratic),
flat car near Antonito. The furniture leal western sugar company, in tne Williams, (Republican), 12,041. Sut- Sparks can prove it. See him.
About The Kind They Eat! School Closes The St. Catherine's had been transferred from a box car 'Present proceedings.
livan's plurality, 18,584.
asked As- get out?"
Indian school will hold its closing ex- at Alamosa and had been covered ' "Did Mr- Boutell
a
LMotmf mot--- ;,
uavy
was :"""
ercises at 7 o'clock Friday evening. with a tarpaulin.
The car
FREIGHT HANDLERS
"Not at once; he resigned in a few
STRIKE IS DECLARED.
Every one interested in the education- switched next to the engine and
weeks, however."
al institution is invited to attend.
sparks from the engine set fire to the j
Havemeyer Calls a Spade a Spade.
We make low prices on goods of tarpaulin and furniture.
(By Special Leaseti Wire to New Mexican)
In a letter to Mr Morev. written Oe.
22. Freight
111.,
honest quality. The Ten Cent Store,
Chicago,
May
If You Miss It You will fail to give tober 28 1!)04 Mr Havemever
wrote:
249 W. San Francisco St.
rePhone S2.
the comedy treat of the pres-- ! . The parties I represent; that is the handlers in all parts of the country
yourse'f
a generNew Style
Corsets "townsend" ent
The seniors trust, take their pro rata and pay for ceived notification today that
theatrical season.
al strike order had been issued by
have worked hard to make "The King-- ' the same."
President F. J. Flannery of the Interdom of Heart's Content" a success
This is the first time in the proceed-an- national Brotherhood
of
Railway
g
they certainly have succeeded in ings that a letter written by Mr.
Handlers. The strike order was dea clever college comedy in a meyer in which he refers to his inter- - cided on several
days ago, according
truly professional style. Tomorrow est as "the trust" has been made pub--j to information given at the freight
lie
night.
handlers
today and the
"To whom did he thus refer?" asked notificationheadquarters
Chloride of Lime snrinkled around'
mailed to the different
Mr- - Knapp.
unions.
Si in damp places purifies the air and "To the American
II
Sugar RefininK
kills the eerms. Zook's.
Mr. Morey said.
OHIO CARRIED BY ROOSEVELT.
Warranty Deeds Recorded Two Company,"
fay
warranty rippris wprfl rpmrried thi-morning in the office of County Clerk OGDEN, UTAH, BIDS FOR
(Continued trom race One.)
COBB S SERVICES.
a
M. A. Ortiz. The first transferred
tyrus
house and lot for a nominal considera-- !
we had to meet and the methods rew'rs ' New Mexican) sorted to, I am
tion from Ceferino Baca to Mrs. Elean-- ; D hPcelal
profoundly gratified,
ior Swope, both of Santa Fe. The. Ogden, I tan, May 22. The Weber not so much on my own account as on
the
club.
commercial
of
street
on
organization
Agua Fria
property is located
that of the party. Defeat would have
ty, has sent Tyrus Cobb, of the been taken as
near the Guadalupe church.
jiothex.ihis
repudiation of our two
an
offer of f 10,000 successive Democratic
Americans,
house and lot also for a nominal"
administrations
w,llvoSt,nrest QUALITY and PRICE
sideration was transferred from Maria to manage the Ogden team in the and this would have set us back four
Union
Association
the
to
Dietzel
and
hDietzel
during
League
Frank,
George
.
years. We shall have nearly, if not
;Owen, both of Santa Fe. This proper- - Present Dall season. The Weber club quite, forty of the
t
deleaas
obtained
local
the
just
franchise, gates to Baltimore.
ty is known as the Segura place and
SANTA FE HARDWARE
SUPPLY COMPANY.
act
was to telegraph the
:is situated on Sierras street. ,i .f and,its, first
New Mexican Want Ads tirinvs
sen- - suspended star fielder and champion
The jolly
Senior
Play
results every time.
ior class of the high school will pre- - batsman.
.sent the "Kingdom of Heart's Con-- j
"
tent" tonight at the Elks'. The play
is a sparkling comedy of college life,
PINK, CREAM, YELLOW, SCARLET,
brim full of humorous and dramatic
situations. The seats are going fast
ALL COLORS AND VARIETIES. Do
so come early.
well here, bloom all summer, and NOW is the time to
A popular

THE

M.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.

This Is

Strawberries,

l5,488;-,J9ailey-

Tomatoes,

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

-

Green Onions,

Radishes,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,

Spinach,

Carrots.

Parsnips,

d

;

".

t-

i

i

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz. if
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

--

Phone 4.

I

SPITZ

.

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YCUa WATCH
CLEANED CCCA"IONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

ery

,

ally.

If

you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year.
It will increase the

" Time

Ue and

y.

I

OF TOOLS

E

CANIVA

You cannot get up to date printing
materia
unless you have

I

'

Pieces That Are

and

facilities.

The

New

Mexican

the same time expert mechanics,
Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.

D emonstration

Special

'

forty-eigh-

Reliable."

accuracy of your watdl
7,eave your watch with "us
1

j

!

ID

Watches
and
Clocks.

r char, nr longer than
any other piece of machinbui it needs both occasionoil

j

it

FOR

HEADQUATERS

L-

1

flrtwwli n
&Wgmggm
g
OUR STOCK

THE JEWELER.
1 j-

Have-stagin-

'

plant them.
j

j

j

j

'

$1.00 PER DOZEN AT

The Clarendon Garden

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

of Double Service House Dresses.

EGINNINti TOMORROW we will demonstrate Double Service House Dresses.
eyes
:, W I la

come
--

They are
the most practical and useful House Dresses ever designed. No buttons or hooks and
just two large snaps on the belt as shown here, hold the entire garment in place.

TWO REVERSIBLE FRONTS WHICH GIVE DOUBLE SERVICE AS TO WEAR AND SOIL

,and see.

I;
EASY TO LAUNDRY BECAUSE THE GARMENT OPENS OUT FLAT

with no buttons or frills to bother, an important point. Double Service House Dresses are made on a
QUALITY BASIS excellent Percales and Ginghams and Best of Wormanship.

HY TO

PUT ON AND OFF LIKE

A GOAT,

NO PULLING OVER HEAD Ofl SLIPPING OUT OF

Made in Princess Style, Giving the Garment a Neat and Tidy Appearance.
.rises'!'
(!

:

'

SIT!

Also has Pocket.

t:.

!'!

Costs; no more than ordinary house dresses, but cheaper in the end because of their double service, features, etc., etc.
,V'

iuf

(,-.-'

viM

urn; It

Jf

t'l'i.-ir- i

If

i!

vvc.--

jf'-.- 1

Home of

iiH

;n

,i

-

PRICES, $1.49, $1.98 and $2.15.

hi

tit

'

-

Hart Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes.
'

'

c

n"

'

.5

t

'

NATHAN SALMON

